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FOREWORD
Study 2.5, DORCA Applications, has been directed at development of
a data bank management computer program identified as DORMAN. The
size of the DORCA data files and the manipulations required on that data
to support analyses with the DORCA program necessitates automated data
techniques to replace time consuming manual input generation. The
DORCA program (Dynamic Operations Requirements and Cost Analysis)
was developed by The Aerospace Corporation for use by NASA in planning
future space programs. Both programs are designed for implementation
on the UNIVAC 1108 computing system at the NASA Computing Facility,
Slidell, Louisiana.
This volume contains a listing of the UNIVAC 1108 version of the
DORMAN program. The code printed herein has been compiled, loaded,
and executed successfully on the EXEC 8 system for the UNIVAC 1108 at
Slidell, Louisiana. This was accomplished during the month of September
(1973) using the segment map contained in Volume II of this report.
In addition to this volume, the following documentation has been
prepared.
Volume I Executive Summary
Volume II User's Guide and Programmer's Guide
Volume III Original Data Bank Listing
Study 2. 5, DORCA Applications, is one of several study tasks conducted
under NASA Contract NASW-2472 in FY 1973. The NASA Study Director was
Mr. V. N. Huff, NASA Headquarters, Code MTE.
By agreement with Mr. Huff, the DORMAN program will be delivered
directly to the NASA Computing Facility.
-iv-
*ELT,I DORMAN.BLOCK BLOCK 3
BLOCK DATA bLOCK 5
COMMON /BFRS/ ISYN(2,20),ISYNIITI,1T2,IT3,FULLCN1,CN2,LINItLIN2 8FRS1 2
* ,NWBUF ,N81,NB2,ICNiICN2 BFRS1 3
COMMON /FRS/ BUFi(1.,50),dUF2(14,50),AAA(700) BFRS1
INTEGER CNi,CN2, UF1,BUF2 BFRS1 5
LOGICAL FULL BFRSI1
COMMON /MISC/ERFLAG,FERR,KARD(14),ACTION(14) MISC 2
INTEGER ERFLAGFERRACTIONPRTFIL MISC 3
EQUIVALENCE (PRTFILFERR) MISC &
COMMON /NAMES/ IVER,9NAME(2),MOONAM(2).8NAME(2) NAMCS 2
INTEGER ONAME,MOJNAM,8NAME NAMES 3
COMMON /FILES/ 8ASIC,MTAPEFINALjSI1S2 FILES 2
INTEGER 3ASIC,MTAPEFINAL,S1,S2 FILES 3
COMMON /RtST/TABLcUStSFILcL,NO,0CKDOOCK,8LANK ,BAICH RrST 2
INTEGER TABLEUSES,FILEEND, DECK, DECKLANK, BATCH REST 3
COMMON/VCARD/ILbL(1,) bLOCK 11
COMMON /WORK/IIUNT(3),IIRW(S3)IUTdL(3,19),IACT(d,3),NFILLS WORK 2
DATA (ILBL(i) 1,I=l,) / BLOCK 13
6H$GORMA, 6HN DATAp 6H BANK , 6H , 6HVERSIU, 6HN iLOCK 14
S1H ,H ,1H , H 11H ,1H ,1H iH / 8LOCK 1
DATA FINALASIC/14 ,1/PRTFIL/6 / BLOCK lo
DATA USE~, bLANK, END / 6H USES , 6H , 6Hi.EN 0 / BLOCK 17
DATA TAOLE/6HF TA&L/,DECK/bHF DOCK/,0DELK/6HSDECK /,FILE/6HF FILE/BLOCK 10
DATA bATCH/O/ BLUCK 19
DATA IUT3L/ BLOCK 2Z
* 0,0,0, 1,2,C, 2,2,2, 3,2,2 BLOCK 21
* ,2,1, 5,3,0, 6,2,1, BLOCK 22
*11,2,2, 12,2,2, 13,222, i2,2,2t bLOCK 23
*21 2,2 22,2,2, 23,2,2, 2,2,2 aLOCK 24
*,252,2 2612,29 27,2,2 , 20,2,2 BLOCK 2)
/ BLOCK 26
DATA NFILES/19/ bLOCK 27
DATA IVER /4HTEMP/ JLOCK 24
DATA iACT/24*O/ GwT25 2
END dLOCK 29
*E-LT,1 DD~<MAN~.UJiMAN D)ORM1AN~ 3
u.LMENSION IU(3) ,IR(J) LjGRmAwI'L3
INrLGE-k CONTENGENEOL u URMAN 1'.
iNTELGr'Kt CiR EAT vUcU pOPT IUN,5:iA Vc. 9AOD 9EL LTE 9 JI T bLRMANL;-
INTEGER C0N~tRRt.PLACLlSTDNL. UOkMANlo
COMMUN /MISCjERFLAGF E,KAk(-)ACTIC(14l) misc 2
INTEGEf E,,RFLAGFERRACT!ONPRTFIL Misc 3
EQUiVALENCE: (PRTFILFERR) MISC,;
CUMMON /FILES)/ 3ASICMT4P~ ,FINALqSI ,s2 F1LES i
INTEGER 8ASICjtiTAPEFINALSlS2 FILLS J
CUI-IIIN I E-T/TA LEpU~i-SpFILr-,E-NJJECKpCDECKpcdLANK ,bATCH REST
INTEGcER TAd3LLrUStESFILt., NDOCCK,ODr.CK~tbLANKpbATGH RL-ST 43
DATA INPUT/ $,,CikEATE/bH1CREzATE/ pUPTIUN/tA1OPTiLON/, SAVL/'d-iAVEI DUMN~-
DATA ADDJ/3tIMUD/ , ELETE-/oHDELE-T-/EDIT/4~HEU-CIT/ fDUktAN21
DATA ONVC/HCNVEk/,REPLAC/6HkEPLAC/pLIST/i41LIST/ ,OUN'r_/,HDONE-/ OURMA1422
DATA CONi~f.N/bHCUNTLN/,GE-NEOCL/r5HGENEOL/ UJMA2
DATA USE-/3HUSE/ )0uRmAN2.+
DATA IU/5,-oCI CRMAN2 p
DATA IR/2,OG/ 0 KAN2o
DATA IFLAG/O/ GU(RM AN27
C JUMA N2
C MAIN PKOGRAM OUR MA N~
C U (AMA i 4
C PROGkAM~rLk - S. WRAY U OR fiAN3 1
C uUORu AN 32
l E UR MANS 3
C RESERi/EU FILES U URIANJ'.#
C UURMANS3,
C TAPE I - INPUT DATA aANK U (I1MAN3f
C TAPL + - OUTPUT DATA 8ANK 0ORMA N3?
C TAPE 1.2 - DORCA DA4TA DECK DORMAN36
C TAPE 13 - MUD DECKS -INPUT UUKMAN 39
C TAP-- 1,+ - BASIC DEC'-K UURMAi,4.#-
C TAPE 21 - !NPUT dASIC DECKS U URMAN4.1
C TAPE_ 24. - MUD DECKS - OUTPUT UurMAN4.2
G DORMAN.3
WRITE(PTFIL, 5) OURMANd
5 FURMAT(21HI -- 3tGlN UORMAN -- ///34H bL YOU WISH TO CkATE A OATAUUkMAN-9
1 FILE/22H O, TO USE SUCH A FILE/20H ENTrR (C rATl O U.E) tUorMANO,0
13 WKITL(PkTFIL 15) UORMANnil
15 FORMAT(24HENTER OPTION REQUEST - ) uURMAN52
CALL INT2UF(IUIR) fOjRMANP3
REWIND bASIC bOrMANSU5
CALL INCO (KARUINPUT) ORMHAN55
IF(IFLAG.Nt.0) GO TO 17 DOuRMA 5bo
IF(KARD(I).EQ.CREATE) GO TO 20 bORMAN57
17 IF(KAL)O(1).EQ.1HU ) GO TO 30 UORMAN:a8
IF(KARO( ).EQ.USE) GO TO 33 uDRMAN59
IF(IFLAG.EQ.6) GO TO 18 DOKMANoU
IF(KARi(1).E.Q.1HO ) GO TO 25 DukMANol
IF(KARG(1).EQ.1HS ) GO TO +0 UURMANb2
IF(KARO(1)..Q.1HA ) GO TO 35 UORMANb3
IF(KARD(i..EQ.iHD ) GO TO 4-5 0kMANo
IF(KARD(1j.EQ.IHE ) GO TO 50 OORMANb6
IF(KAR0(i).LQ.IH0 ) GO TO 5' OKMAN6o
IF(KAKU(1).EQ.LHR ) GO TO 60 UGRMANo7
IF(KARD(I).EQ.IHL ) GO TO 65 00RMAN6bb
IF(KARU(1).EQ.OPTION) GO TO 25 OURMANb9
IF(KARD(i).EQ.SAVE) GO TO +0 DO<MAN7
IF(K4RO(1).EQ.AO ) GO TO 35 UOMAN71
IF(KARO(1) .EQ.ODLETE) GO TO 45 0ORMAN72
IF(KARO(I) .rQ.cDIT) GO TO 30 OORMAN73
IF(KARD(1).EQ.CONVER ) GO TO 55 ORMA174
IF(KAR(l).EQ.R cPLAC ) GO TO 60 OiRMAN72
IF(KARD(i).cQ.LIST ) GO TO o5 00UMAN7o
IF(KARD(1).EQ.DCNE ) GO TO 70 U00RMAN77
IF(KARD(1).EQ.5HdATCH) GO TO 80 OORMAN7d
1b CONTINUc UORMAN79
dRITE (PRTFIL,10) UORMAN80
16 FORMAT(O0H CUMMAND NOT UNDrST00 - PLEASE ETkY ) OjRMAN8i
IF(ERFLAG.Nc.O0) CALL TERM OORMANa2
ERFLAG=1 OURMAN83
GO TO 100 0DRMAN&4
65 CONTINUE UORMAN
CALL LISTF< 0 ORMAN8o
GO TO 100 DURMAN87
70 CONTINUE DOARMAN 88
CALL TERM 0ORMANd,
GO TO 100 0ORMANY9O
2C CONTINU OUORMAN91.
BASIC = 2 DORMAN9
CALL INCRT 00RMAN,3
IFLAG = 1 ORMAN9,
GO TO 100 DORMAN9j
25 CONTINUE ORMAN9o
CALL OPT 00RMAN97
GO TO 100 DORMAN98
30 CONTINUE UORMAN9
CALL USER (IFLAG) U0RMA10,
IFLAG = 1 DORMA10.
GU TO 100 00RMA102
40 CONTINUE OORhAi03
CALL SAVER DORMA10,+
GO TO 100 00RMA10!
35 CONTINUE UOkMHAlb
CALL ADDER UORMA107
GO TO 100 OURnAL0iO
!5 CONTINUE DORMAI09
CALL OELET DORMA110
GO TO 100 DORMAill
5O CONTINUc DORMA112
CALL EDITER UORMA113
GO TO 100 DORMAtLt
-5 CONTINUE UORMAli:
CALL CONV 0ORMALlt)
GO TO 100 OORMA117
611 CONTINUE DORMA115
CALL REPL DORMA119
GO TO 100 DORMA120
80 CONTINUc GORMHA21
BATCH = 5 DORMAi22
GO TO 100 OURMA123
100 ERFLAG=O ORMAi12*
GO TO 10 DORMA127
END DORMA126
~cLT,I OORMAN.AUO AUO 3
SUBROUTINE AOD(IN1iN2,OUT) AO0D
C ADD A DECK (WHICH RESIDES ON FILE IN2) TO THE DATA FILE (INI) AND AD 6
C PUT EXPANOED DATA ON FILE OUT. ADD 7
C BY 3.J. GOLD ADD 6
C ADD 9
CUMMON /MISC/ERFLAGFERRKARD(14),ACTICN(14) MISC 2
INTtGcR tRFLAGFRRACTIONPRTFIL MISC 3
EQUIVALENCE (PRTFIL,FERR) MISC 4
INTEGck OUT AOU 11
INTEGER TYPEt FLAG, TEMP(14) ADO 12
CUMMON /REST/TABLEUSES,FILE,END,OECKDDECKdLANK ,BATCH REST 2
INTEGER TABLEUSESFILEEN0,0ECK,ODECKiLANKbATCH REST 3
C AD 1*
C INITIALIZe FILES. RcAD FIRST CArO OF NLW DECK AND VERSION CARD FROM ADO 15
C DATA FILE. ADD 16
C ADD i
FLAG = I ADO 18
RcWIND IN1 ADD 19
REWIND OUT A.J 20
ERFLAG = 0 AOU 21
CALL INCG(KARiD,N2) AD0 22
KOUNT2 = I ADO 24
IF (EkFLAG.NE.0) GO TO 100 AOD 2+
TYPE = 5HBASIC ADD 25
IF (KAkDO().EQ.USES) TYPE = 3HMOD AOD 26
IF (KARD(1).NE.U0ECK) GO TO 110 AOD 27
CALL EXTRAN (KARO(7),KARD(9)) AD 26
WRITE (PRTFIL,0O) KARO(2), KARD(3) ADO 29
LO FORMAT(16HOADD DECK NAMED ,2A6,13H TO GATA FILE) ADD 30
CALL OUTCD (KARwiPRTFIL) AUO 31
IF ((KAkO(2).EQ.KARU(5)).AiO.(KARD(3).EQ.KARD(6))) GO TO 150 ADD 32
CALL INCO(T.MP,INL) AUD 33
IF (ERFLAG.NE.0) GO TO 120 ADD 34
KOUNTI = I ADO 35
CALL OUTCJ(TEMPOUT) AUD 3o
C ADD 37
C INSLERT NEW ENTRY INTO TABLE OF CONTENTS AT bEGINNING IF IT IS A MOO ADO 36
C DECK, AT -ND iF A BASIC OcCK. ADO 39
C VERIFY THAT NEW DECK NAME IS NOT ALREADY IN TABLE OF GONTLNTS. ADD O0
C IF NEW UECK IS A MOD JEGK, VERIFY THAT THE DECK IT UStE I ALKEADY ADO 41
C ON THtE CATA FILE. ADU 42
C AULU '.3
FLAG = 2 AuJ 44
IF (TYPE.EQ.3HMOD) CALL OUTCO(KAkD,OU1) AUU 4t
NEED = 0 AUD 6b
LASTM = 0 AUL 47
NTC = 0 AUOL)
30 CALL INCO(TEMPINI) AUUL)
IF (EkFLAG.NE.0) GO TO 120 AL)U 50
KOUNT1 = KOUNTI+1 ADD 31
IF (TEMP(1).EQ.END) GO TO 40 AUO 32
CALL OUTCO(TLMP,OUT) ADD 53
NTC = NTC+1 AOu 5,+
IF (TEMP(4).EQ.USES) LASTM = NTC ADD 55
IF ((KAKO(2).EQ.TEMP(2)).AN.(KARD(3).LQ.TcMP(3))) GO TO 130 ADD 5~t
IF ((KAOD(5).EQ.TEMP(2)).ANO.(KARD(6).EQ.TEMP(3))) NrED = NTC ADD ?7
GO TO 30 AOD 38
41) IF (TYPt.EQ.5HBASIC) CALL OUTCD(KARD, UT) ADO 59
CALL OUTCD(TLMPOUT) AOO O0
IF ((NEEO.EQ.0).ANO.(TYfPE.EQ.3HMOO)) GO TO 140 AU 61 ,
C ADO b2
C COPY ALL MOD OECKS FROM INI TO OUT AOL) 63
C ADD 6'
FLAG = 3 ALU0 6Z5
NOECK = 0 ADD 60
50 CALL INCD(TEMPINi) AbO 67
IF (LRFLAG.No.0) GO TO 120 ADOD 66
KOUNTI = KOUNTI + I ADD 69
CALL OUTCO(TEMPOUT) ADO 70
IF (TEMP() .NE.END) GO TO 50 ADO 71
NDECK = NOECK+1 ADD 72
IF (NDLCK.LT.LASTM) GO TO 50 ADD 73
C AO0 74
C TRANSFER NEW OECK ONTO CUT FILE ADD 7j
C AD 7b
FLAG = 4 AU 77
CALL OUTCO(KARD,OUT) ADO 78
60 CALL INLO(KADjiN2) AOD 79
IF (ERFLAG.NE.0) GO TO 100 ADDO 0
KOUNT2 = KOUNT2+1 A0U 61
CALL OUTCO(KARD,OUT) ADO 62
IF (KARO(i).NL.cNO) GO TO 60 A6O 83
C AOD 84+
C COPY REST OF JATA FILE, INCLUUING $END OF FILE CARO, ONTO OUT FILE AuD 8,
C AUD do
FLAG = 5 AO di7
60 CALL INCOtTEMPJNi) AOU do
IF (LRFLAG.Nc.C) GO TO 120 AUO di
KOUNTI = KOUNT1+1 AuL 93
CALL OUTCO(TLMPOUT) AuO 91
IF (TEMP(1).KE.END) GO TO 60 ADD 92
IF (TcMP(2).,.6HF FILE) GO TO 60 AOO 93
RETURN AU 9t
C AO0 
C ERROR STOPS AOU 9o
C AuO 97
100 WRITt (FERR,105) AUo 96
135 FORMAT(23HOERROR READING FILE IN2) ADD 9'
GO TO 200 ADO 100
110 W.iTE (FERR115) AiO 101
11 FORiMAT(37HOFIST CARL) 01 FILE IN2 Is NGIt ECK ) Aud 102
GO 10 200 ADO 103
120 WRITE (FEKRR125) ADO 10,
12: FJKMAT(23HOE.-UR REAOING FILE INI) AO 10
GO TO 200 ADO 102
130 Wr-ITE (FERkR,135) KARD(2j, KARO(3) ADO 1i07
135 FORMAT(+5HONAM. CONFLiCT IN ADDING NEW LeCK TO Fi.. INi/ AUD 106
oH NAME ,2A613bH ALREAUY EXISTS IN. TAbLE OF CUNTCTNTS) A00 109
GO TO 200 AO0 110
1,0 WJRITE (FERR,1,5) (KAi<U(I), i=1,6) ADD 111
1,5 F uMAT(52HODECK TO BE ADDED USES JECK NLT IN TABLE uF CONETtNT/ ADO 112
5X,oAb) AUL 113
GO TO 203 AuO 11,
155 wRITt (FERR,155) A0 115
155 FKRMAT(1lHODECK USES ITSELF) AO) lII
C AO) 11?
200 ERFLAG = 1 ADO 11
C AUD 119
C ADVANC- FILc IN2 TO ENU OF CUKRENT JECK ALJ 12 G
C AUL 121
ERFLAG = 0 AUL 122
210 IF (KARU(1). Q.EN0) GO TO 220 AOD 123
CALL INCO(KARb,IN2) ALD 12+,
KOUNT2 = KOUNT2 + 1 AUO 12:
IF (cRFLAG.cQ.0) GO TO 210 AJO 12o
WRITE (FER&i,1C5) AO 127
22C EkFLAG = 1 AUD 128
RETURN AUO 12
ENO AwU 130
tELT,I LiORMAN.AJJER A D cA 3;
SU 3rOUT INE AUDER AOOR 5
C AuL)R o
C ADD CONTR(LER AOtikR 7
C AOU)ck d
C PrOGRAMK;i - S. WkAY AuO )h
C AuuER iJ
COM1MON /MS/RLGjr-lKR0 * ATIGN 4 41 Z). u 2
IN T LG E K FLAGvFERq ACTIOi~ ,PtRTFIL mIs(; 3
c,,)J VALLNCL (PKTFILVFL Rk) Mi
DATA IX/0/ AO~tER 12
IX = I AUUck 1-t
SFORfIAT(12H :-'TEk INFLJI/12H OF< JA )C/i5H 6R H'Uu- ULtCK/9H ktEAUYAdJrJ*K lo
AULR 11
CALL irNCO(KARUO,:) AULR 18
IF (KADj( 1) . Q. 5HBAS i; ) GO TO 10 AuULk li
1F(KARJ(i).EQ.6HlOU OL ) GO TO 15 A&J~ 2J
IF(KAR0(i)*NL..5H1LNPUT ) GO TO I AUOJAL 21
CALL ADOX(21) AUJLR 22
RL.TURN ACjO~k 23
10 CONTINUE Auj~k 24.
K'E,4ND 14AUOLR 2:P
CALL A03X (14) AOOEA. 2o
RETURN AJOLK 21
15 VOUNTINUL AOD kk 26
WRITc. (PkTFiLq2iL) ALULRk 2i
20 FJriAT(.tZH IS MUDJ DE.CK GENERATED OR IINFUT ON TAPE 11/9H REAo"Y -)AuLKR 30
CALL INCO (KAikO,5) AOOL-f 31
rl1 = 13 AOULK' 32
IF(KAW(l) EQ.5INPUT ) Ml 11 AOJUiL 33
CALL AiuUX(Ml) AUI~tR 32'
RtTURN ALjJr. Jt
EN D AJ~rk 37
tELTI uOkMAN.AJOX A 0J X 3
SU:.ROUTlNL- ALJX I(I\)iKF) AL
C ADOX
C CiNTk<ULS A0J OPLRATIUI\ Ai.,ux ?
C ADLJX a
C PFUGFRAMM~k - So WRAY ADiUX 9
C AUUX IU]
00*1MON /RtCST/TAbLESESFILEENJDECK, 0ECK,6LANK ,BATCH REST 2
INTEGER TALEUUSE~,FILE,ENDOECKpUOECK6LANKv3ATCH REST 3
CUOMON /FILLS/ bASIC,MTAPFINALS1,S2 FILLS 2
INTEGER dASiC,MTAPc,FINAL,S1,S2 FILES 3
COMMON /MiSC/LFFLAGFERk,KARD(1,)ACTIN(14) mi.0 2
INTEGER ERFLAGFERRACTIONPRTFIL MISG 3
EQUIVALtNCE (PRTFIL,FE RR) NiSC 4
INTEGER OUTOKGUvOONEIU(3) ,IR(3) ADOX 1,v
DATA IR/2,2,2/ AODX i>
3ATA GU/2HGO/,UONc/,-HD ONt/ AOJX 1o
C ADOX 17
C INPUT DECKS ARE ON TAPE21, TEMP OUT FILLE IS TAPE22 ADOX 18
C AUOX 19
IC = 0 AUUX 2J
IX = I AbOX 21
OUTOK = 22 AOOX 22
10 CONTINUt ADOX 23
NO = 0 AD)X 2,
IU(1) = 5 AOX 22
IU(2) = INDKF ADJX 20
10(3) = OUTOK AUDX 27
CALL INTBUF(IUiR) ADDX 26
CALL INCO (KARO,INOKF) AOOX 29
IF (ERFLAG.NE.0) GO TO 1000 ADOX 3J
12 REWIND OUTOK AUDX 31
IF (KAkO(1).EQ.OECK) GO TO 20 AUOX 32
JRITE (PRTFIL,11) AUDX 33
11 FORMAT(27H PLEASE ENTER NAME FOR DECK / 9H READY - ) ADOX 3.
CALL INGO(ACIIUN,5) AOX 35
ACTION (3) = ACTION(2) ADOX 3o
ACTION (2) = AC1ION(1) ADUX 37
ACTION (1) = ODECK AOUX 3
CALL OUTGO (ACTION,GUTOK) ADX 3'
20 CONTINUE AOUX ,0
IC = IC+1 ADOX .I
NO = 1 AUDX 42
39~ WRITE (PRTFIL,'40) KA(u (2),9KARJ( 3) AbiOX 4S
4~0 FORMAT(I.H OEc-'K FOUNJ - ,2A6/17H ENTER UK Ok' SK±P/9H kLADY 
-) AUJX 44~
CALL INOL) (ACTiONS) ADOX -.:
IF(ACTIO.N(t).EQ.2HOK ) GO TO 45 AOUX 4b
IF(AtCTIONUJ .NE94HSKIP) Go TO 39~ AOX '.7
I1 GALL INGUO (KAkOIi40KF) AIJOX -t
IF(ERFLAGeNE.0) R~ETUR~N AD#JX 49
lF(KARO(1).NrL.i,ECK) GO TO -+i AOUX 5L
GO TO 20 AUOX 21
45 CONTINUE AUUX 52
CALL OUTCJ(KARDOUTjK) AUX i3
IC = IC + 1 AQOX 54.
21 CALL IN~iX) (KAkUjIN0KF) ALUUX : :
ACTION( 2)=KAtmO (2) At)JX 50
IF(r_-FLAGN~r_.C) r<LTURN AOcjX 57
IF (KARU (1) . NL, LH) GO TO i5 AUJX 58
23 CONTINUE. AbJLX 59
00 22 1 =1,14 ALJ o
22 KAr'W(I) =3LANK AOOX 61
KARGCI) = tNO AuUiX 62
KARD(2) = DELK ALJOX 63
CALL OUTCJ(KAI\OOUTjK) AUOX 64.
KARD(2) = FILE~ ALIOX 65
Ix = 2 AbUX b66
IF(ACTI0N(2).EQ.JECl) GU TO 30 ALJUX ol
130J0 WNITE (PRTFILIJ01) A60X o8
1091 FJRMAT(51H1 r-F FOUNL) - IF ACCt.PTtLJ, ENTLR GO, UTHcKW16E UUNE /9H RAJOX 69
*LADY - ) AJJX 7C
CALL LNCJ (ACTIUN,5) ALJUX 71
IF(ACTION4(1)o.Q#UONt) RE.TURN AbOX 72
IF(AGTION(1J.NEGO) GO TO 1000 ALJLX 73
:"*FLAG = 0 AUUX 7,t
30 CON~TINUE AOL)X 7:
WRITE (FiRTFIL,31) IC iAj0x 70
31 FORMtAT(Ib,20H CARU.) FUUNO If4 JECK) ALXJX 77
IG A~JDX 7d~
iA = BASIC + I ADUX 7'j
IF(SI.GT.3) Si = 2 MOux 815
REWINDL BASIC AUOX 81
REWI'J OJTOK AOUX 62~
rkcWIND Si AuX 8s
MIU() = 3ASIC AUDX 8-*
IU(2) = OUTiDK AUiLX d .
I0(3) = >IAuUX do
uGAL L IN T UF (IU 9iR)AuX*
CALL ALuCJdASiC, uUTOKSI) ADDX dd
IF(EFLAG.Nc-.2 RETLRN AujJX d9
t3ASIG = Sl AOUX 9~U
,RTURN AUUX 91
END, AuUX 92
tELTI URkMAN.AS )GN ASSGN
SU3ROUTIN. ASSGN (I) A~SGN b
C ASSGtN 7
C IS 'JE ASG CARDJ FOR FILE I ASSW4 8
C A.jSGN' 9
C PkJGRA1Mttr, - S. WRAMY AiSGN 10
C AjSGN 11
COMMON /MISC/ .FLAGFERkKAmUC(14) ,ACTICN(14) MISt. 2
INTEGER EtRFLAG FERRpAGTlONvPRTFIL I1.S iC 3
EQUIVALENCE (PRFTFILFERR) MISC It
WllTE (PRTFIL,! ) I ASSGN 1s
5 FORMAT(28H WHAT IS YOUR~ NAME FOR TAPE ,i3/9H READY -)ASSGN 14
CALL INCO (ACTItJN,5) ASS'GN 1;
IF(r_.RFLAG.NE-.O) RETURN ASSGti lu
C A.,&SN 17
C !SSU. ASG ANJ USE. CARDOS ASSGN Id
C ASSGN 1*1
iET URN oSN2
E N L ASSGN 21
11ELT91 JORMAN.CKSYN CKSYN 3
SUL3NUUTINa' CKS Yr (iCJlqlICJ2,Nlq,'2) CK'>YtN
C GKSYN
C ICO1 IS CARD IN 3UFFERi CKSYN 7
C IC02 IS CARU IN 3UFFER2 CKSYN a
C Ni IS INDEX TO. PROPER SYNC CARD CKSYN 9
C N2 = 0, 00 NOT INCREMENT NI CKSYN 10
C N2 = 1, OK TO INCREMENT Ni CKSYN 11
COMMON /BFRS/ CKSYN 12
ISYN(2,20) CKSYN 13
C CKSYN 14
C IF IC1l Ok C002 IS GE TO SYNC CARD THEN GKSYN 15
C kcSrT TO SYNC CARD VALUES CKSYN 16
C CKSYN 17
C PKOGRAMMEk: VOIT GKSYN 18
C CKSYN 19
ISYNI = Ni CKSYN 20
IC01 = ISYN(1,ISYNI) CKSYN 21
ICO2 ISYN(2,ISYNI) GKSYN 22
IF (N2.EQ.O) RETURN CKSYN 23
N i Ni+1 GKSYN 24
RETURN CKSYh 25
END CKSYN 26
tELT,I OORMAN.CLOSE CLOSE 4
SUBROUTINE CLOSE (I) CLOSc o
cNDFILL I CLOSE 7
REWIND I CLUSE o
RETURN CLOSE 9
END CLOUS 1i
*ELTI DORMAN.COUNT COUNT 3
SU6ROUTINE COUNT(NFILE) COUNT
COMMON /kEST/TA3LcuSESFILE,END,ECK,0UECKBLANK ,ATCH REST 2
INTEGER TA8LE,USESFILEENDOECK DDECKyLANK1ATCH REST j
COMMON /MISC/ERFLAGFERKKARD(1*),ACTIUjN(14) MISC 2
INTEGER ERFLAG ,FtRACTIONPRTFIL MiSC 3
EQUIVALENCE (PRTFIL,FERR) MISC 4
C COUNT 6
C PxOGRAMMtR - S. WxAY COUNT 9
C COUNT 1d
REWIND NFILE COUN 11i
ACTION (1) = 6HNO NAM COUNT 12
ACTION (2) = bHE COUNT 13
00 1 I=3,6 COUNT 1i
1 ACTION(I) = 6LANK COUNT 1i
I=1 COUNT lo
CALL INCD(KAKO,NFILE) GOUNT 17
IF(ERFLAG.NE.0) RETURN COUNT id
IF(KAk,6(1).NL.DUECK) GO TO 5 COUNI 19
ACTION (1) = KARO (1) COUNT 2
ACTION (2) = KARD (2) COUNT 21
ACTION (3) = KAmO (3) COUNT 22
ACTION (4) = KARD (r) COUNT 23
ACTION (5) = KAhD (5) COUNT 2,
ACTION (6) = KARD (b) COUNT 25
5 CALL INCO (KAKD,NFILE) COUNT 2o
IF(ERFLAG.NE.0) GO TO 10 COUNT 27
I=1+1 COUNT 26
IF(KARD(L). NE.ENO) GO TO > COUNT 29
IF(KAr<u(2).NL.FILE) GU TO 5 COUNT 30
10 WRIlT (PkTFIL,15) NFILL,(ACTION(LL) ,LL=l,o) ,I COUNT 31
15 FOPMAI(5HOTAPEi3,6H WITH ,bA6,9H CONTAINS,17,6H CARDS/) COUNT 32
R-TURN COUNT 33
END COUNT J3.
.ELTL JORMAN.oELCD ODELCO 3
SU5ROUTINE DELCD (ISP) btLCUO
C DOcLLO o
C ISP iS THE SYNC CARO uELCO 7
C U.LCO J
C WRITE DELETE CARJ OLULCGD
C AND POSITION dUFFER IF REQUIRED JELGL 10
C JELCU 11
OHOMhON /3FRS/ iSYN(2,20),IsYN1,IT1ITT2IT3,FULLCNLCN2pLIN1pLIN2 6FRSI 2
,NW8UFNdI,NE2 ,ICNtiCN2 8FRIS 3
COMMON / dFR/ uUF1( ,50),LUF2(14,50),AAA(700) bFRS1 ,
INTEGER CN1,CN2,B3UF1pdUF2 8FR,1 5
LUGICAL FULL bFRSI
INTt-Gce FINIFIa42 OLLCO 13
EQU1I/ALrtNGE (FOUT,1T3) LLCJ 14i
cQUIVALENCE (FINI1TD iJELkA, I:
E7QUIVALEN.r. (Fli,42ITZ) IJ-LCU lo
IfNTEGk FOUT UELCD 17
KK =ISP-2 ULLU 16
?KKK= LINI - I LEL L U 19
RITEFUTvdiS) KKKIKK, Uc.LGO 2 J
CULLCO 21
C M1OVE dJFFER I UP LJr-_Lt~J 22
C IF jYNC 1S OUT OF BUFFER UL'cLGG 23
C ULOU 24
NCARJS = KK - KKK + I utELGO 2p
CNI CNd + NCAmOS UELCO Zo
LIN>1 =LINI + NCAkuS u Q- L Lo 21
IF(CNI.LT.i4t31) t-ETUrNN LOL(L 26
U1ISP =LINID OrLCGU 29
LI11=LINI - NCAtROS uELO 30
CALL ik-'STQR(bUFi, iSP, 'c31,FlI'41LIN1) GHT13 IGNI I UiELCD) 32
LINi= ISP LLLJU 33
RC-TUkN fULLCD 34.
a1 FORMAT (7H$ULLETE,1t3, 110) LU.LCb 3.-
E N D 1);-LC 0 3o$=LTVI UURMAN.OELcT UELET 3
SUJrkOUTIN-7 DELET brt.LiiT
C OELET
C Oc.Lc-TLi UtcCKS OLLET 7
C uJ.&.ET 6
C PkOGikAMMEam - S. WkAY ULLiA 9
C ULtLtT 10
DIMLENSION IU(3)gIk(3) OELrT 11
COMMON /MSC/EkFLAGFRRKAR(14dACTI'(ct') MISC 2
!NTLGtk EkFLAGFEkRqACTl0NvPRTFIL misc 3
cQU1IVALLNC~. (iFRTFILYFRkk) MIS. 4+
COMMON /FILeS/ ASICpMTAP.,FINALS,1S2 FILtS 2
INTEGEr BASICMTAPEFiNAL,S1S2 FILES 3
DATA IR/2,2,2/ DZLET l '
WRITE (PRTFIL,5) OcLrT 1i:
5 FORMAT(27H WHAT DECK IS TO dE DELETEO/9H READY - ) DELET 16
Si = BASIC +1 DELET 17
IF(SI.GT.3) 51=2 OtLET 14i
IU(1) = 5 UELET ii
IU(2) = dASIC OELET 20I
IU(3) = Si DELET 21
CALL INTdUF(IU,1R) DELLT 22
CALL INCO (ACTIUN,5) DELET 23
CALL DELETE (ACTION,BASIC,Si) D EL.T 2-t




*ELTjI DORMAN.DELETE UELCTE .
SUGROUTINE OELETE(NAME,INi,OUT) DELETE :
C OELETE o
C COPY DATA FROM FILE INI TU FILE OUT WITH NAhED DECK DELETED. DELETE 7
C PROGRAMMER - B. GOLO DELETE
C OcLcTt 9
COMMON /MIISC/ERFLAGFERR,KARO(I'),ACTION(I-t) MISC 2
INTEGER ERFLAG,FERR,ACTION,PRTFIL MISC 3
EQUIVALENCE (PRTFILFERR) MISu ,
INTLG.R OUT OLLtTE 1
INTEGER FLAG, NAME(2), TE1P(1,4) OELETE12
EQUIVALENCE (KARD(1),TEMP(i)) DELETE13
COMMON /RtST/TALL,UStS,FILLpc.NODECK,UDtCK,8LANK ,8ATCH REST 2
INTEGER TABLE,USES,FILE,END,OECKDDECK, LANKbATCH REST 3
C UELETEl :
C INITIALIZE FILES AND COFY VLRSION CARD. DtLcTtlo
C DtLETLI7
FLAG = DELE T Id
REWIND INi O Tt 19
REWIND OUT OLtLt t2
ERFLAG = 0 UELLTE21
WRITE (PRTFIL, 10) .NAME OLLET.22
10 FORMAT(19HOULLETE DeCK NAMED ,2Ab615H FROM JATA FILe) UELECe23
CALL INCO(TLMP,INI) DrLcTrE24
IF (ERFLAG.NE.0) GO TO 120 OELlI25
KOUNTi = I DELETE26
CALL OUTCJ(TEMP,OUT) LOLLtl27
C OELr.TE2d
C COPY TABLE OF CONTENTS. VERIFY THAT DECK TL 6_5 OELtTED 15 Iii TAJLE DELcTr29
C OF CONTENTS AND NOT REQUIRED 3Y ANY OTHER DECK* DrLcTr3
C OELETE31
FLAG = 2 DELETe32
INDEX = 0 DELETc33
NTG = 0 OtLLTE3,
30 CALL INGO(TEMPINI) OL-.lc_.3
IF (ERFLAG,NE.0) GO TO 120 iELrTE~o
KOUNTI = KOUNTiti OcLtTc37
IF (TEMP(t).EQ.ENU) GO TO 40 D.LETC38
NTC = NTC+1 UELETi39
IF ((TEMP(2).EQ.NAME(1)).ANO.(TEMP(3).EQ.NAME(2))) GO TO 35 OELTE.0
IF ((TtMP(5).LQ.NAME()).AINO(TEMP(6).EQ.NAME(2))) GO TO 140 OELLTh.l
CALL OUTCO(TEMP,OUT) Or-LETc2
GO TO 30 UELET&L3
J3 INDEX = NTC DLOtLcT4
GO TO 30 ULLETE :
40 CALL UUTCO(TEMP,OUT) OcLr.TEo
IF (INDEX.EQO) GO TO 130 OELET-47
C U ELETEr -
C COPY ALL DECKS FROM INI TO OUT UNTIL REQUIRED DECK IS FOUND. OtLETEi 9
C UELET 5
FLAG = 3 DcLLTSI
50 CALL INCO(TEMP9INI) OELLTE2
IF (ERFLAG.Nt.0) GO TO 120 O,-LETa53
KOUNTI = KOUNTI + 1 ODELTE5t
IF ((TEMP(1).EQ.DUECK).ANO.(TEMP(2).EQ.NAME(I)) UELLTL
9AND.(TcMP(3).ktQoNAML(2))) GO TO 55 UELETL5.0
CALL OUICU(TEMPOUT) DLLTE57
GO TO 50 I ELLT. S
C UtLtTL2'
C SPACEi PAST OLD UECK LJ-LLTrIg.0
C U LETL6L
55 FLAG = 0 T~o
KOUNT2 KOUtNTI UELCETtib3
60 CALL INCJ(TEtVPvld1) UELLTEo'.-
IF (Et<FLAG.NE.0) GO TO 120 1)LL -:I r-b:
KOUNT1 = KOUNTI + 1 Uc.LcT~ol
IF (TEMP(l).*NE.LNU) GO TO 60 Ui cLcTEbl
KUUNT2 = KOUN'T-KJUNT2+1 JL -Tr
NPITE (PRTFIL,70) K6UNT2 tr-roJ
70 FCt MAT(/I10,1'tH OARGS LDcLtLTLL) OLLLTL7U
C tuLLLTE7.
C COPY REST 6~F JATA F.&LE, INCLUDING $.ND OF FIL GARU9ON ~TO OUT FILE OELi1-TE7,
C ULLE TE 3
FLAG = 5 ULEE7 El
80 CALL INCO(TEMP~INI) OELETE7:p'
IF (ERFLAGeNE.0) GO TO 12J DL i-T7 o
KOUNT1 *= KOUN~T1+1 1U cL r I .TE7
CALL UUTCD(T~tmP,OUT) OEL ET L76
IF (TEMP(1) *N'E.E'NJ) GO TO 83 UEL-,TL7,
IF (TLMPC2),Nr..fHF FILL.) GO TO 80 Or-LETEdU
RETURN DELETr.d .t
C UELr ~T E82
C ERROiR STOPS 0 tL T Q83
C DEL E T Ed 4
120 Wt.ITE (FER,125) U ELE I do
125 FORMAT(23HGERROR READING FILE INI) UELETEdiD
GO TO 200 DEL ETl6.
130 WRITE (FERR,135) NAMIE 0 ELE Tr 8 d
135 FOtRMAT(22HOOLCK TO dE- DELETED (v2Abv3bH) IS NOT LISTED IN TABLc UOOELETrE-89
*F CONTENTSD) Uc.LLTtgJ
GO TO 200 DELETE9,1
140 WRIT- (FERR,145) NAMcj TcMP(2), TEMP(3) DELETE92
I145 FORMAT(2LHODECK TO BE DELETED (2A6,22H) IS REQUIRED BY DECK 2A6) DELETE93
C DELETES,




SUBROUTINE 0IFOEC (FINIFIN2,FOUTFSYN) DIFO eCMS
C DIFDiGMo
C FSYN hILL CONTAIN THE SYNC CARDS ;IFOEGM7
C THE SYNC SEARCH WILL BE AdANDONED IF THE CARD DIFDEGMb
C NUMBER IS GREATER THAN THE SYNC CARD UIFDeM9
C THEN THE SYNC CARD NUMBERS WILL BE USED OIFOEC10
C DIFGECII
COMMON /BUFFER/MAX DIFuECIZ
COMMON /8FRS/ ISYN(2,20),ISVYNLIT1IT2 ,T3bFULLCNlCN2,LINELIN2 6FRSi 2
* ,NWbUF,N8I,N82,ICNICN2 bFRl S
COMMON /8FRS/ dUFI(I.t,50),jUF2(1 ,50),pAAA(700) kFk1 4
INTEGER CN1,CN2, UFIbUF2 8FRSI 5
LOGICAL FULL BFRS1 o
INTEGER FIN1,FIN2,FOUT iFO.Ci
INTEGEK FSYN DIF OEL.l
C DIFjtGlo
C THIS ROUTL E UETERMINES THE DIFFERENCE BETHEEN ODE KS ON TAPES FIN1 DIFOECii
C DIFDECid
C AND FIN2. THe. DIFFERENCE IS EXPRESSED AS A MUD OCGK TO CONVEROIFUEG19
C DFOEC2J
C THE DECK ON FIN1 TO THE DECK ON FIN2. THE MOD DECK IS WRITTENDIFULC21
C D IFDJEG22




NW3UF = 50 DIFDtU,7
MAX= NW6UF 01FOEG2d
ITi = FIN1 
~iFUEGC29
IT2 = FIN2 U IF UE,O 34
C T3 = FOUT UIFUECS.L
C READ SYNC CARDS U IF JEC33
C D IF UE 03t
IT4 = FSYN O, F Ut, 3;
CALL SVNCJS(ITt*) u !FJEC~o
o INITIALIZE UNITj UIF U E%.3,6
C UIFUtC,3I
ISYNI. U IFUEG4 '0
I UiT ( 1) =F I~ UN IFh.C,'.
IUNi (2) =FIN2 U IFLL +.
IUNT(3) =FUjUT UIFSJLC'3
iirw(1) = 0 DIF J E(; i#,
lr W(2) = 0 O~Ev;
IM-W(3) = 1 O DF 0E . -+ 0
CALL INITiUF (iUNTlIRW) 0i IFL)EU*--*7
a CALL FILt3UF( 1,Ni3I ,N 3UFpiUF1,FIN1) CIiFUjEC.td
CALL F.LLjUF(1,Nd2pNA8UFBUF2pFIN2) CIFEG49
FULL =.IiRUZE OIFUE,,i]
CN1 = I UIFUEC2'1
CN2 = I iJIFOEG Z




COUT(2) = dUF2C2,1) OIFOLG0 *
COUT(3) = OUF2(3pi) uIFUdG2
iGOUTU-) =OH USES OlFiEJCouj
CUT( ) = t3UF I( 2 9 ) U IFLLo I
COUT(6i 3UFI(3,1) DIFLILCo?
CALL LXTRAN (COUT(7),CujUT(9)) UuFt.coJ
CALL OUTCU (CCUIyo) UIFU.LCO..
CALL OUTCJ (LOUTpFOUT) LJIFUEL;6o-
10 CN1 = CNl*1 U IFi C ou
CtN2 = CN2+1 bIFL.;o7
LI N2= LI N2 +1 DFuE(od
LiLIN1 J+1 lu-o
12 CONTINUE~ UIFU~tO1U
IF(CN1.GT.N61l) GO TO 100 U1Fj~iG?1
IF(CN2*?GT.N82) GJ To 1,0 oiFuEG7e
JO 15' I=1,Il4 CU1FJEtC73
IF(BUFi(ICNl).NE.bOF2(ICN2)) O TO 2C UIFt.L1.
15 CO;NTINUL OIFUEL-lo
FULL =.FALSE. UFE7
GO TO 19J UIFULU77
2Q CJNTIIUE UFL7
C ulFotC79
C CHECK SYN~C CARDS OIFiuEC83
C PRIOR TO SEARCH1 FOR MATCH UlFULG~di
C DIFOLt;62
N2=0 OIFJE(Cj3
CALL CK$,YN(i!t'dICN'2,ISYN1, p2) LOIFUtLGd6.
500 COiT!UL UIFUEL;d2
IF ((LI NI.LT..ICNI).AN .(L1l42.EQ.ICN2)) GO TO bOOlut3
IF ((LINI*t.Q.±CNI).ANLJ.(LIN2.LT.ICN2)) GO TO b20 DIFUEG67
IF((LIN1.E-Q.ICNI).ANU.(LIN2.E4_,.licd2))GC To 630 UFEd
IF (LINI.GT..ICNI) GC TO 630 OIFOE0069
IF (LiN2*GT.lCN2) GO TO 630 uFEj
GO TOo 40 UIFOk.C91
C O.IFDLC92
C E L tT E [iIF.fA93
G OIFDEC 9.
bOO CALL DLLCD (ICtN1-1) DIFUEG9,




620 CALL INSERT (ICN2-1,0) 61FL100
GO T0 10 01FULIAJI
C UOlFoE1i




GO TO 500 OIFOE107
C uIFOE1Od




GO TO 12 DIFOE113
100 CONTINUE OIFOtUL1
iF(bUFi(1,NbI).EQ.b6Hi-NJ U) GO TO 120 ULIFOEil,
CALL FIL8UF(1q,N1,Nh dUF,8UFi,FIN1) DIFOlio
CNI = I 6IFDE117
GO TO 12 UIFUE1I8
120 CONTINUE DIFOE119
IF(CN2.GT.N32) GO TO 200 DIFOE2u
CALL INScRT(No2-1,0) OIFOE12i
GO TO 200 OIFOE122
150 IF(UJF2(1,N32).EQ.6bHENU 0) GO TO 170 OIFU 123
CALL FILUF(1,N32,NW3UF,8UF2,FIN2) OIFUOL12
CN2= £ DIFO.12.
GO TO 12 UIFUL12o
170 CONTINUE OIFOE127
IF(CNI.GT.NB1) GO TO 200 OIFOE£12
CALL ODLCO (N81-1) DOFOE129
200 CONTINUE I0FUE130
WRITE(FOUT,5000) JIFOEI31
5000 FORMAT(12H$END OF DECK/12H$ENU OF FILE) DIFDtl32
END FILE FOUT UIFOE133
RETURN UIFuEI3.
END 01FUE135
tLTI OORMAN.tOITDK EDITUK 3
SUBROUTINE EOITUK(Ih,MOO,NOUT) cGITUK 2
COMMON /MISC/ERFLAGFERRKARDO(I'.) AGTIU(14) t11sc 2
1I*NTEGtk ERFLAGqFERkACTIUt~qPRTFIL misc 3
CQUIVAL4ENGE (PRTFILFERR) IC '
OIML~N ION INB(1't ), MOO8(14)9 NhLMI4), NTEMZ(16) EiuITUK 7
D IMEN~S ION I Ch ( 7,v9) Ei3ITUK 8
DIMENSION 14TEM3(1.o) LOLTUK 9
INTEGER OENO tJJLTUKI'u
DATA IEM /6HEOlTUK,6H p UITUK11
16HIJECK NybHAtitS NpotlUT COHqbHPArI83LbHE 9EOITUK12
26HEU7ITOKPOH - 9ECJITDK13
26HNON-NUQHMLRIC 96HL14TRY ,oHLN LIN96Hz NO., i .DITUKI-t
30'HEOITOKpbH - 9 cITUK1:
36HLINE N,6HO. IS ,oHOUT OF96H RANGE,6H p EUITOK10-
,t6H2UIT0KpuH - f OITEXI7
.ioHLINE N,6H0. IS ,bHUUT OF,6H OROERs6H 9 EOIIUJKI?3
26r4ELITOK96H - I EOIUfJK19
6rIMODS ik,6HEMAIN ,tl1 E140 qbHOF IN ,bHLECK I E.IJTDK2u
w tbHt0ITUOKvH v p tiITUK21
c66HCCNTIiJ,6HUATIUlNbH CA'~D paiHOUT OFV6H URUEtr, cWITOK22
16HEOITUKpoH - 9 E.UITUK23
76H4ELETt61, LINE96H NOS. poHOUT OF,6H ORUERP U1O2
86HEUITDKPO'H I p LUITUKZ:;
66H,^4 6AT96HA MATC,6HH ON i96HALTER ,6HCARO 9 c.UliTfK2b
96HE01TUK16H - 9 EUITLDK27
oHCUNTINP6HUATION,6H CARD 96H1JOT EN,6HILREU c.UIDI~d
C EUiITLK29
C PROGRAMMER-- Go Wo TIMPSON ELJITbK30
C LUiITUK31







C RLAD H CARL) FKUM 100 FILE EUITJK4.1
C E~lTLUK'.
1.0 WTL=NT c. OT UK4.3
NTl r-ijITOK%.'
IF(MEND.EO.1)G0 TO 12 EOLTOK4'2
CALL INCGi(tOL,MOO) EUITOK4b
IF(E-_FLAG.4AE.0) RETURN EUITUK47
IF(MO(1).Etl~.6HiEN0 O)GU Tu 13 E~lTDK.~
IF(MO08jCI).E-Q.6H$INSER)GO To 14. rCjITOJK49
IF(MOtfl).EQ.6HiALTEk)GO TO 15 d)ITUK5G
IF(MOOC;(1)oEQ.o"H$LELET) GO TO 16 LU.LTOK 1
£2 GO TO 20 EDITOKP2
13 NEI30=1 EUITUKiJ
GO TO 20 E b IT 0K.
£4+ NT=4 EGITUK~i
GO TO 20 i.OI1 JK~b
15) NT=3 EJITUK. ?
GO TO 20 LUIT&jK56
1.0 NT=2 EU ITIU K i9
C c.UITUJK6G
C TEST FUK FIRkST TIME cU I IOK 61
C ~LUITUK62
20 IF(I.NE.-I) GU TO 22 EUJITUK63
NSW1i EOITOK6
GU TO 600 a-U1TOKop
C ~.OITUKob
C TEST FOR PtREVIOUS MOO) OUT OF * ANGE EOITUKb7
C zUITUKo6
22 IF(IE.EQ.5)G6 TO 100 EDITiUKoj
C EJ)ITOK76
C TEST FOP, -:NU OF IN FILE LFJITUK71
C EulTfiK72
24. IF(CENO.&O.O)GO TO 30 EJODTK73
C L-UITDK7b.
G TEST FOR CONTINUATILN' ipNSEkT CAkO EuITfUK7;
CE OuITDK76
IF(IE.NE*U)GO TO 52 iDITOK77
IF(NT.EQ.i)G0 TO 800 EIJITOK78
It=5 .IO7
GO TO 700 L 0 ITODs 6
c EDITOK61
C TEST FOR END OF MOD FILE tDITOK62
C EDITOK63
30 IF(ME-NO.EQ.0)GuJ TO 40 EDITUK..
N SW = EOITOKd8
GO TO 500 c.DITUKdb
C EUITOK67
C TEST FOR CONTINUATIGN INSERT CAidJ EUITOK88
C EUIOLTK*c
-+0 IFU\T.NLoi)GO To 60 EDITOK90
CE "ITD 1
C TE--ST PREVIOUS MD CAk~i ANU ERROR CONDITI1N LOITU~K92
ui C ELJITUKJK
IF(IL.N:-_*O)GG TO '22 EUITUK94~
IF(N~TL.Nc..3)GL TO 600 EUl-TD(9,
50 NSW=2 EOITUi(~io
GO TO 5CO 6.iiIT OK ~i
C r-- lT UK 9
C PYPASS COATj.MJATION CARuS LrdUIJK91
-C Dui3
52 1E=9 c.OIiJ.
GO TO 70G E.OITD102
C cUITU103
C GET LINE/CUARD NUM3ERS LDIT0OIUt
c j. AI TU I0;p
b3 IE=0 Eu~ITbi~b
6NC-OiE( 84, 62,NTEMi) M008 ct)ITOIO
b2 FORMAT(14A6) LjIT00d
DECOE (8Jpb',qNTEt1) NTEt12 cEiIT01C9
64 FOR~MAT (6(AbA4.)) cUITO110
CALL VALUz(NTEM2(3)vVNlp1ER) EUITUI.1
IF(IE.EQ.0) GO TO o8 E LiTOli2
C tOITUO1.3
C SET ERkOR FLAG - ILLEGAL LINE ENTRY £DIT11.
C EUDITO11.
66 IE=2 EDITi011.




C TEST FOm FILE POSITIOUN E)ITDi121
C rOIT 122
70 IF(I.LT.N)GO TO 503 EDITU12J
IF(I.EcQ.NI)GU TO 60 tDITO12
C c UITODi2
C SET ERkOR FLAG - MOU UUT OF OROk EUIT012o
C EUIT0121
GO TO 700 EDiT012
C EuiT0130
C TEaT TYPE OF CAD E ITo 131
C EITD0132
60 Go TO (82,d~,110,l1),NT E£ITU133
C E Ui Tu1 J
C CONTINUATION INtRT CARu IS ILLEGAL t UI OiOl13~
C Ej iT U 3o
62 IE=6 UOITO137
GO TO 701 E01T0136
81 NSW=6 i IT T13
GO TO :00 U ITOl 1
C EI IT 1 1
C TEST VALIDITY OF N2 uiT U 1 2
C cl IT 1 3
04 CALL VALUE(TEM2(5), VN2,IE~) ul I 01u*
IF (IR.EQ.-1)GG TO 80 cDITUl,5
IF (Ick.G1.0)GO TO 66 EDITDl',u
N2 = VN2 E lTD01-7
IF(N2oLT*NI)GU 10 90 LU)ITLU14.
85 =L6 L--
GO TO 600 LLAbi[0I:d
66o N2=N1 
..WIToIl
GO TO 65 LuilTble
o bLiELETE LINES CUT OF SEQUENGE r-O1Tul1p
C EOIT015:
90 I.= 7 EUIT&1 ,u
GO T0 700 EuITtj1:(
C LU1T015d
C TEST FuR ENO OF E L ET E S T r IN G LOI T 01 ,
10 J IF (I.LC.*N2)GO TO 8 ~U IT flo I
GO TO 610 
~LbiTJ162
C EJITU103
C ALTER OPTION EUITU164
C E6ll0lo,
110 ClqCU0L.,q2N-TLMl) INO EUITU160
JECOJiE (0o4,4TCMtI) rNTEM3 L;JITulu7
J0112K=191692 LOITU166
1F(NTE-M3CK~sNE*NTEM2(;1:) GO TO 112 LUITU109
IF(tNTEM.3CK+1).NE.NTEM2(o)) GO TJ 112 cUITU170
GO TO 114 EUITU171
112 CONJTINUE LUIT0172
IL=O tUITUII3





GO TO d10 NiUlT0I79
c t.oIIUud
C TEST FUK RAN~GE Ll.RR ITl
C EOI r~d1
120 IF (OtLN~o.Q.C)GO TO 75 EUITUL63
GO TO 700 L UIT ltj.-
C L J I T UId
C T E ST FUwR tNAML MATCH EDIT0187
C E 0 IT0.1d o
13 5 IF (MOD ( 5) .NE .1INc3 2)G 0 To 1,+0 LUI1l0189




GO TO 600 E 011019 5
14 ',1 1 E =. 11 LOT19o
GO TO 7 G E UIT 0191
C ED0ITUL18
C WRITE 114 RECORO ON NOUT EUIT0I99
C EL)ITU200
50C CALL OUTCO(IN~iNOUT) EOITU2j.
C r.UlTO2a2






GO TO (133,dGO,120,100,924, 13),NSW cloo
C PRINT ERROR MESSAGE E&110211
C Eu1T01O2
700 WRITE (FE-RR,7C2) (IEM(JIE) ,J=1,7) ,MOD3 EuITDZIJ
702 FORMAT(IH l7A693H - /1XI4A6) EDIT021*
NE F = iLVITU21:
GO TO (820,8l0,810,810,8i0,8209610,8109tiiO),IE LOI10210
C E-DIT 0211
C TEST FOR ENO OF EJITING EUITOZ16
c ~IU1
800 CALL OUTCU(M1O03,i'OUT) Lb ITI022)
8123 IF('ME NO *EQ. 0)GU TO Il 0 LJ2
IF ( CENLJ. EQ .0)O TO 10 LLJITL1222
82 ckFLAG=NEF E~L)TU223
R.-- TURN~ 0 IT 0224
E 114 -rUITU22.;,
tc-LT I JUORAN .EJ ITER ~LTta 23
SUBROUTINE EUGITtR LUIrER :
C M:U iT Eml-
C 6JILJ- EblJT 0"_CK<S L~ilr--R 7
c cQUITER 6
C PkUGJRAMM~k - So WR~AY LIL
C Ea.4TEk14
000MMON /MlSC/ERFLAGF-RfKA,,(I..iATICN('4) mili 2
INLGL LFLAGvFLRjRACT1ONPRTFlL MIsc J3
-EQU IVAL "NG (P KTF IL 9FL.~ mI G
COMMi~ON /FILE:S/ bASICITAPE v FINALjSi qS2 F!LtS 2
IiJTEG R 3ASICqMTAPEFiNALvSil.S2 FILLS 23
COMMJN /NAMI .S/ IVLONA'l(2)MDNA(2)NAtc.C2) FaAMaS 2
INTEGER c0NAMEMUJNAMvdNAME i A A QS j
CUMMOIN /RE-ST/TAiBLEIUSESFILLEl-NiJiECKULCEKpk3LANK ,u6UT CH mESLT 2
IN4TEGER T~3~UEvI~EOOEKJEKfLN1 G h<EST .3
INTzGct.R, BtOO(z:) ,CMO2J(b) E 0ll r k1
DIM~-ENSION IU(3)91R(3) L.ul 10i
DATA IU ,Ii/0 ,0,0,2,2,2/ E~lTEiK17
WRITE (PRTFIL15) LUITtiRi8
SFO-;1AT(2tH 8EGIiN alllT UPERATIONi/23t ENTLk NAME1 UF NLW 0or.CK/Iii k~LAUEiJ.~lrkj9
*- ) EUITEek20
CALL INC0(KAkC,5) EOITEk2l




ACT 1JN ( #) = USE, LtIATL<27
WKITE (PkTFIL,t..-) EO:ITER28




AGTIOw~(6) =KARLJ(2) L 01T txi33
,;ALL LXTRAN (ACTION~d),ACTljN(lJ)) tzull Lk3.*
IF((KAr-0(1).EQ.UNAM1E(I)).AN.(KAR(2)E~o.E3ikLM(2))) GL~ TO 2 Eu.iTLf&3t;
IF(bNAME(l)*EQ.3) GC; TO 2,t EUITEt<Jo
19~ WRITE tPRTFIL,23) LOITLR37
210 FOktAAT(28H REFLi' ENCEL UECK Izs NUT :3ASIC/29H DESJK"UGT Pt~fiISSIUN EEUIT w-d3i
*JiRED/16H E4Tck YES) OR NO/% READY - )~d-
CALL INCLJ (KAikD,5) E u IT ER. ,
IF(KAJ(I) .NE..3HYES) GO TO 193 LUIT~k.2
2'. CALL USE(ATIGN(5)) 66T~k,',S
2'5 R 14INU FINAL LUIT ER k'e
MOO0NAM( 1) = ACTIONq(2) E-UI T ER-ot
MODNAM(2) = AC T 104( 3) LUOL T EIR4+
WFITE (Pk<tF!L,30) r- 011 1R4,
30) FORMAT(16H ENTER MUL CARL)S/25H ENTER OLf4E WHE-N FINI-HLb/9H KLADY -LUI TRItd
Lui T E,-
CALL iN1CO (KA;O,5) ul I EK50
Si = 22 LLUITEKJ
S= 22 LOITt.R52
?,EWiNi SI L.U IT EK53
I0(l) 51SII.-%-
IU(2) = Si. + I c.U IT t. t
I0(3) =FINAL t-ul EI ,
CALL INTdUF(IUIN) LU ITtE Ri 7
CALL GUTCi) (ACTI0N9,SI) rLOITEk;,d
00 3 .1 = 1914 O'.K'
3;5 ACTION(I) = 6LA14K LUITR,
ACTION(1) = ENO LUITERol
ACTION(2) = UOECK LO~l tkb'e
0ALL 0OTCJ(ACTIU rJSl) LUiT-kice
.0 CJN T I NU EE 1T -Q
Sl = S2 EDITEk6o,
REWIND Si £01 T Ek6o~
S2 = Si * 1 cU iIT tRb 7
IF(S2.GT.23) S2 =22 EDITEkbd
REWIND S2 £01 T EKi
muu)Ep = 0 EO1TEeR70
HOOLP = 5000 EDITEkR71
Muo8iQ = a EDLITER72
MOOLQ = ii0i0 ED1TERK73
CALL INGJO (ACTIUNSI) cU1Ttx?7.
IF(E-RFLAG.Nk.G) RETURN EUITER7i
CALL OUfCJ CACTIONS2) £sJIT~am7r
CALL INCO (ACTIONSt) EDITER77
IF(LRFLAG.NL.1C) RE.TURNl EDITEtmd
GO TO 90 cITEi~dC
5 0 CONTINUE L.OiTLRdI
1J =2 c-DIT EK6d2
IF(KAR0(Ii.LQ.bHDONE ) GO TO 500 EGIT -RdS
IF(KAtRU(i).EQo6HLI.Sf ) GO TO 55 ZOITEk84
IFCKARD(1)*LQ.6t1ikLET )GO TO 61 LIL8
IF(KARD()EQt.6$HGH4G )GO TO 62 EDITEiRdo
IF(KARO(i).EQ-bH$INSER )GO TO 63 r-DITuk87
IF(KAtKU(t)o.EQ.bHiADJ )GO TO 63 EUI.TER66
IF(KAR0(l)*.EQ.6H1$ALTER )GO TO 62 EUIT-i~d'i
486 CALL OUTCu(KARO,52) c.ITER9
CALL INCO(KARGI,)) UITLRkJ2
GO TO 30 L~iJER93
55 CONTINUE cOITEiK9,
IX = I EUIT~k
54 00 54.0 1=1,5-LbTL9
540 CM00(I) = KAkD.(I) EDIT~i<97
-545 ENJCODE (30,56,B?1OD) (CMOJ(I),I=1,s) QbITE~id
5b FORMAT (5Ao) L0ITrLKij
57 FORMIAT (3(A6,Ag)) EUIT~l0J
J~c-_ODL (SJ, 7,vtiUJ) (C-iO Li T.LOJ.
CALL VA LUL ( CmiO( 3),v VIE K) LUII ElJg
I F (IE*GT o 0) G U TO 5 8 E OITEL 04
IST = V. 01.1 c. 10
ISP = 1ST r-- U4.T E I G.'
IF(C,1OG(i).aEQ.6H$jALTEk ) GO TO 5o300 LUI TE1.0t)
IF(LMOU() E(Q.br-SINSEk ) GO TO 5300 EDITL1J?
CALL VALUE (CMiU ( 5) 1 EP) L. I T El 0
!F(IEtK.GT.0) GO TO 58 £0 ITEl. 0
!SP = v EDITE114
!F(ISP.LT.IST) ISP = 1IST L TT ELII.
3 0 0 CONTINUE 01 TELL .
GO TO (,3,7:3,105)vIX iEUIT113~~
51- CALL LGO~ (FIfNALvISTvISPi<TFILi C-DI1cLl-'
PEwliN FINAL LU011Ei:
CALL INTdJF(lUiIR) £01 T~llU
GO TO Sl r-0I 11/l
59 FJRMAT(36H ILLLGAL NU~1tklC ENTRY -RENTER~ CARb) EDITEII6
5 8 WRiTE (FERI51i) LJ IT £1 I -'
GO TO (5l,5i,lo),ix ZJI012C
0 1 IY = 2 L 011 L12J
GO TO 0oI £-UI T £122
62 Iy = I £01 T 1247
GO TO 6-t c£01TEL2-
613 IY = 3 cUITL 12i
04 IX =2 ED01TEL 2t
GO TO --? 401 r-)IIE12 i
75 INt3 = 1ST L 011t 20
INL =ISP cU011£129
~9 FOjtIAT(eH k;E.AbY r- UI T E L3#,'
IF(INCd.GE.MlOLo'P) GO TO 80 tfiTL£131.
IF(INL.GT.,10UbP) GO TO 79 E.U1ITEl32
61 CALL OUTGO (ACTIUN,: 2) 0113
I F ( A 0T iN i D. Q .END) GO0 T 0 0 EU IT EiJ
CALL INCO(ACTIONSI) LU011L3;,
GO TO O'l C.Oi1T E 1.3co
79 CONTINUE EuiLI137
WRITC. (FERR,62) EDOTE13d
62 FORMAT(OtH MOL OVERLAPS EXISTING MOO - kENTER GARU) EDITE13-
GO TO 51 cDiTlO
80 CONTINUE toITEl*1
IF(IN8.GE.MOCLP) GO TO 85 EUITE1.2
IF(INL.GT.MOULP) GO TO 79 LDITEL,3
63 MUODP = INB EUITE144
ODoQ = INL tEITE14:,
GO TO .d LUITLIo
90 CONTINUE LOITI17
IA = J bUITE14d
IF(ACTION(l).EQ.bHi6ELET ) GO TO 91 tDITt.-j
IF(ACTION(1).EQ.bH$CHANG J GO TO 92 LDUIT j
IF(ACTION(1).EQ.6H4INSER ) GO TO 93 EDITEI51
IF(ACTiON(l).EQ.oH$AO ) GO TO 93 EDITE1i2
IF(ACTION().EQ.oH)ALTE ) GO TO 92 3OITL153
GO TO 106 WEDiTEl
91 IA = 2 cITE152
GO TO 9, EiITElo
92 IA = 1 cLITE157
GO TO 94 EDITEito
33 IA = 3 .OITEi,9
9,+ CONTINUE .DITE16
IX = 3 LOITEiot
30 560 1=1,5 EDITE162
o30 CMUO0() = ACTION(I) 
.. ITEb3
GO TU 545 EULTElo
105 MODLP = IST EjiTE165
MOJLQ = ISP EUITEloo
1C6 GO TO (50,12C),IJ tOITLib7
85 CONTINUt UDITE1io
IF(INB.Q.OOLP) GO TO IbJ EUITE169
IF(ACTION(1).EQ.ENU) GO TO d3 LOITLO70
87 CALL OUTCO(ACTIONI2) cO1TE171
CALL INGO (ACTIUN,S1) Li TLi72
IF(ERFLAG.,NE.0) RTURN E01I IEI73
IX = 3 EDITEI17
IF(ACTION(1).NE.END) GO TO 90 EbITE17j
MUOLP = 5000 EDITE176
MOOLQ = 5000 tDITL177
4O TO 63 EDiTE17d
120 IF(IA.tQ.) GO TO 87 EDOIE179
GO TO 8G EDITEL8O
160 IF(IA.cQ.1) GO TO 170 EDITE181
IF(IA.EU.2) GO TO 180 LOITE182
IF(!Y.EQ.I) GG TO 83 
.DUITi863
IF(IY.EQ.3) GO TO 63 c-OIThL8
GO TO 200 EITEld
170 IF(IY.EQ.1) GO TO 83 EUITE18
GO TO 87 LOITE187
180 IF(IY.cQ.1) GO TO 83 EUITEldb
IF(IY.EQ.3) GO TO 87 EOITE189
GO TO 200 OEDITE19
200 CONTINUE c01TL91
WRITt (FLRi,2O ) EDITE192
210 FOKMAT(4SH MOO CONFLICTS WITH PRIOR MOC - PLEASE RENTER) EOITE193
GO TO 51 EDITE19,+
500 CONTINUE cOITtl95
510 CALL OUTCD (ACTIONS2) EOITE19b
IF(ACTION(i).EQ.ENO) GO TO 520 EDITE19/
CALL INCO (ACTIONSI) EDITE198
IF(ERFLAG.NE.0) RETURN ODITL199
GO TO 510 EDITE200
520 CONTINUE EOITE201
Mi = 13 EDIIE202
RtWINO MI EDITE203
REWINDO 2 EDITE204
IU(1) = Mi EOITE20O
IU(2) = S2 cOUIT-206
CALL INTBUF (IU,IR) EDITE207
530 CALL INCO (KARODS2) EUITE204
IF(ERFLAG.N-.0) RETURN EuP-1219
CALL OUTCU (KARO,Mi) UEITEE21
IF(KARD(I).NE.EN0) GO TO 5303 cITL211
RETURN EITE212
END cuITEZIJ
trLTI, OORMAN.TERM TERM 3
SU6ROUTINE TERM TcERM
C TERM o
C TERMINATES THE RUN T RM 7
C TERM d
C PROGRAMMER - S. WRAY TERM 9
C TERM 10
COMMON /MISC/t.RFLAG,FRRRKARU(,)1,ACTION(14) MISG 2
INTEGER ERFLAG,FERRACTIONPRTFIL MISC 3
EQUIVALENCE (PRTFILFERR) tI SiC t
IF(ERFLAG.NE.0) WRITE (PRTFIL,10) TERM 12
10 FORMAT(15H cRkOR iS FATAL) IERM 13
WRITE (PRTFIL,5) TERM i-
5 FORMAT(37H -- END DORMAN -- RUN TERMINATED -- ) TERM 1t
STOP IcRM 20
ENU TERM 21
tELT,1 oURMAN.AITAb AITA6 J
SJ3ROUTINE AITAb (CA8,CGA1) AITAo 5
G AITA6 6
C ENTER WITH b. WORDS EACH CONTAINING I CHARACTER AlTA6 7
C EXIT WITH I. WORDS EACH CONTAINING 6 CHAKACTER, AITAb 6
C A1TA 9
C PROGRAMMER: VOlT AITAb 1t
C AITAb 11
DIMENSION CA,4(1),CAA4(6,) AiTAb 12
ENCODE (64,5,CA.) CA64 AITAb 13
5 FORMAT(I1(6Ai)) A1TAb6 I
RETURN AITA6 15
END AITAt lb
tELTi UORMAN.A6TA1 AbTAI 3
SU3ROU1INE ABTA1 (CA.i4,CA84) AoTAi 5
C A6TAI a,
C ENITR WITH 14 WORJS cACH CONTAINING 6 CHARACTLRS AbTAI 7
C EXIT WITH b8 WGRUS EACH CONTAINING 1 CHARACTr_ A6TAI 8
C AbTA1 :j
C PKOGRAMMLk: VOIT A6TAI 10
C AoITAI 11
DIANSIOUN CA14(14),CAd4(8w) A6TAI 12
DECODE (8,5,CAi,) CA84 A6TA1 14
5 FORMA(14(641)) A6TA1 L,
RcTURN AbTA1 1!
END A6TA1 lo
*ELTI JOkMAN.CONV GONV 3
SUBROUTINE GONV CONV
C CUNV o
C COiVERTS DECKS CONV 7
C CONV o
C PROGRAMi -R - 5, WRAY LONV 9
C CONV 1
COMMON /FILES/ oASIC,MTAPE,FINALS1,S2 FILES 2
INTEGER BASIC,MTAPr, FINAL,S ,S2 FILLS 3
COMMON /REST/TAbLEUSEr,FILZEENUDDECKLOECK ,LANK ,BATCH REST 2
INTEGER TABLEUSES,FILE, END,DECK,O0OECKLANK, ATCH R.T 3
COMMON /NAMES/ IVERDNAME(2)pMOUNAME(2)pNAME(2) NAMES 2
INTEGER UNAME,MOC NAM BNAilE NAMcS 3
COMMUN /MISC/ERFLAGFERRpKA rJ(.) ACTIOG(14) MISC 2
INTEGER ERFLAGFERiACTIONPRTFIL MI C 3
EQUIVALENCE (PRTFILFERk) MISC 4
ODIMENSION IU(3) ,I(3) CONV 15
INTEGEk VERS GONV 1
DATA VErS/6HVERSIO/ CONV 1.7
UATA IUIR/0,00,p2,2/ GONV lo
WRIT (PRTFIL,5) . CUOiN 1.9
5 FORMAT(29H ENTEK NAME OF KEFERENCE DECK/9H READY - ) CONV 20
CALL INCO (KARD5) CONV 21
WRITE (PRTFIL,IC) CUOV 22
10 FORMAT(25H .NTt, NAM_ OF FINAL JECK/9H READY - ) CONV 2J
CALL INCO (ACTION95) CONV 24
IU(1) = BASIC CONV 22
CALL INTBUF(IU,IR) CONV 2o
ACTION(3) = KARD(1) CONV 27
ACTION(4) = KARD (2) CONV 28
KK = 0 CONV 29
KA = 0 CONV 30
REWIND BASIC CONV 31
REWIND 22 GONV 32
REWIND 23 CONV 33
C CONV 3~
C ONE OR TWO OR NONL USt PASSES CONV 35
C GONV 36
15 CALL INCO (KAR0 ASIC) CONV 37
IF(ERFLAG.NE.O) RETURN CONV 36
IF(KAR0(5).EQ.VcRS) GO TO 15 CONV 39
IF(KARO(1).EQ.ENDJ GO TO 40 CONV 40
IF((ACTION(I).EQ. KARD(2)).AND.(ACTION(2).EQ.KARD(3))) KA=KARO(4) CONV 41
IF((ACTION(3).EQ.KARD(2)).AN. (ACTION(4) .Q.KARO(3))) KK=KARO(4) CONV .2
GO TO 15 CONV 43
40 CONTINUE GWTi3 2
FINAL = 23 GWT13 3
CALL USe (ACTION(3)) CONV 7v
FINAL = 22 GWTI3 -
CALL USE (ACTION) CONV 7o
60 CONTINUE GONV 77
RtWING 22 CUNV 78
RtWIND 23 CONV 7,
REWINO 13 CUNV dO
CALL OIFOEC (23,22,13,5) CONV ol
MODNAM (1) = ACTION (1) CUNV d2
MOJONAM (2) = ACTION (2) CONV d3
RETURN GUNV d
END C(UNV 85
tELTi O0RMAN.EXTRAN EXTKAN 3
SUBROUTINE EXTRAN(ITIMIE,IDATE) tXTRAN 5
C EXTRANa
C LNTtAR WITH -0 CHAK' E.ACH IN 11111, AN6 IUTc. EXTkAN 7
C EXIT wITH 2 WOkOS (6 CHAR AND 2 CHAR) LXTRN~h d
C EXTkAN i
C PRLGRAMNER: VOIT r- XT R Ai 1.
C EXTRAtd1l
C EXTkNAN I "
DIMEN ,IGN ItiEz-(2) 9IDATE(2) EXTRANi3
DIMENSION ITIIP(3) t XTkAiI'1
DATA ISLS /1H// E XT x Ar4I n
DATA INCL/iH./ GWT22 J
GALL Et<TRAN 99,IiMlIL)TE) cXTRMANU
Dtcr.O0c (b(CI~l ITtIP(I) ,lI,13) EXTRANcI
100 FORMAT (3A2) L.X T AN 2.9
ENCODE (b,11GpITIME) lTMP{1)q1NCLITMP(2)viNCL EXTkAN2Z
110 FORMAT (A21AIA2,AI) cX T AN212
ITIML.(2) =1TMP (3) ciX T AN2 2
DECODE (6, IJC, lTE-) (iTmP( I),I=i,3) EXTkAN2J3
ENCODE (0',110,IuATE) ITMP(1)qISLSqITMP(2),1S L., EXTRANZ'
IDATE(2) = ITtIP(3) LXTRAiN2
RrTURN t.X TxN
-:NO EXTm~A ri2 1
*tELTIl DORMAN.F!L3UF FILiUiFV3--
SU3ROUT1NE FILBUF(bEGINtENIJDMAXBUF pFILt) FILi3UFV~:)
C FILBUFVo
C CALLEb BY SUaROUTINES F ILdUF V?
C -JiFUCRST~<,ANO SYNCt3F FIL6UFVd
C FILi3UF V9
C Fi4LbUf1i'
C PROGRAMMEK: VOIT F!LuuFiL
C Fi~bUF12
COMMON /MI,.C/ENkFLAG F IL dUFl1 J
COMMON /.LSC/FEkR Fl Ld~UF 2.
INTr.GER FERR F iLi3UFl
INTLGcR c.RFLAG FIL6UFl;)
INTEGEk 8f3E-GINENOMAXpt3UF(i1.,20) ,FILE FLLoUFlo/
N = 8EGIN-1 FILbUF18
IF(N.LT.MAX) GO TO 5 , FILUF 19
WRITE (FERR,1C) FILE FILdUF20
10 FURMAT(49H FILBUF - INVALID REQUEST TO FILL dUFFEr FOk UNIT,13) FILbUF21
ERFLAG = I FILdUF22
CALL TRM FILdUF23
5 N = N * 1 FILbUF24
CALL INCO (3UF(1,N),FILE) FILUF2
IF(ERFLAG.NE.0) GO TO 16000 FILuUF2o
IF (N.GE.MAX) GO TO 15 FILJUF27
IF(BUF(1,N).Nr.6H$ND 0 ) GO TO 5 FILdUF28
15 END = N FILUUF29
RETURN FILdUF3d
16000 CONTINUE FILbUFj3




tND = N FILUF3o
iETURN FILOUFJ7
ENo FILLUF3d
*ELTI UORMAN.FNDBUF FNUBUF 3
SUBROUTINE FNObUF (UNIT,X,Y) FN08UF i
C FNO8UF 6
C CHECK TO SEE UNIT I> ACTIVE FNOBUF 7
C RETURN ODE IN x FNUdUF 6
C FNUL$UF 3




COMMON /WORK/IIbNT(3),IiRW(3),IUTdL(3,1c),1ACT(8,3),NFlLES WORK 2
INTEGER UNITXY FNOdUF15
DO 10 I=1,3 FN8iOUFlo
J = I FNUBUF17
IF (UNiT.EQ.IACT(19I)) GO TO 12 FN0t3UFld
10 CONT INUC' F N6UF 19
WRITE (FER~vICO0) UNI T FNDbUF2U
IM3 FOFUIAT(28H FNdJbUF - FATAL ERROR - UNITqi3,11H NOT ACT1VE-) Fi4U6UF21
,LAG = 1 FNJbUF22
CALL TEkMd F N~dUF23
12 CONTI NU: F NJ&UF'
V = jFN~tiUF25
X = IACT(2,J) FNOU3UF2o
RETURN FNDt3UF27
END FNUbUF28
$ELTI UORMAN.GtETGtN GETGENJ 3
SUJROUTINE GETG~rN(NAMEIFILE, LISTdILIST) GETGEN -t
C GETGENo
C GET GEN_',EALuGY GETGEN 7
C PmOGRAM?1ER - ti. GOLL GrUGEN d
C GcLTGLW I
OItNSION NAMIE(2) 9L 1ST(2920) GETGENIO
COMMON /MLSC/ERFLAGFcikRKARD(,.),ACTO1'd14) MISC 2
aINTEGER ERFLAGFERkACT.IONPRTFIL mist; 3
EQUIVALENCE (PRTFILFERR) MISC
COMMON /RPEST/TAbL~,USrESFILEENOOECKUUECKBLANK #BATCH RLST 2
INTEGER TMiLLU..ESFILEENOOECKDECK~bLANK,8ATCH kEST J.
DIMEN.S*-ION IU(3),IR(3) GETGEN13
DATA IU/2,2,2/iU/0,0q0/ GETGEN14.
IU(1. = IFILE GETGEN1I,
CALL INTBUF(IUIR) Gir.TG EN1t
REWIND !FILE GETGLN17
t.RFLAG = 0 GETGENI 6
LIST(1,1) = NAMc.(1) GETGLNi4
LIST(2,1) NAtMtA2) GcTGLN2Q
NLIST = I Gc.Tl6.N21
10 CALL INCLJCKARD9IFILE) GETGEN22
IF(ERFLAG.NE.0) RETURN GLT GEN 3;
IF(KAkO(1).NE.END ) GO TO 30 GcLTGEN24.
IF(KARti(2)eNc..TA6LE) GO TO 30 GLTGt.N25
WRITE (FERR,20) NAME, (CLISTCIJ)q 1=1,2)9 J=1NLIST) GETGEN26o
20 FORMAT(36HOGtTGEN ERROR IN GENEALOGY FOk DECK 2A6/,H COULD NUT FIGETGecA27
*NO LAST OECK IN FOLLOWING LIST-//(5X2Ab)) GcTGEN2d
ERFLAG = 1 GETGEN29
RtTURN GETGEN30
30 IF (KARD(2).NE.LIST(1,NLIST)) GO TO 10 GETGEN31
IF (KARO(3).NE.LIST(2,NLIST)) GO TO 10 GETGtN32
IF(KARD(4).EQ.BLANK) RLTURN GLTGLN33
NLIST = NLIST+1 GETGEN3,
LIST(INLIST) = KARU(5) GETGEN35
LIST(2,NLIST) = KARU(b) GLTGtNJo
GO TO 10 GETGEN37
END GETGEN38
*ELT,I DORMAN.INCRT INGRT 3
SUOROUTINE INCRT INGkT 5
C INGRT
C CReATeS A UATA BASE INCkT 7
C INGRT 6
C PROGRAMMtk - S5 WRAY INGUi 9
C INCRT 10
OiMENSION IU(3) ,IR(3) INCKT li
COMMON /FILES/ 8ASIC,MTAPEFINALPSIS2 FILcS 2
INTEGER 8ASICMTAPE,FINALSIS2 FILES 3
COMMON /REST/T ALE, USESFILEEND,DECK,D OECK3BLANK ,bATCH iST 2
INTEGER TABLEU>ES,FILEENODECKUODECKBLANKtATCH REST 3
COMMON /MISC/cRFLAGFcRRKARO( 14),ACTION1 4) MISC 2
INTEGER ERFLAGFERRACTIONPRTFIL MISt 3
EQUIVALENCE (PRTFILFERR) MISC 4
COMMON /VCARD/ILdL( 1g) INGRT 1:
DATA IR/2,2,2/ INGRT lo
IU(1) = 5 INCGRT 17
IU(2) = BASIC INGKT 18
IU(3) = 0 LNCRT 1I
CALL INTaUF(IU,IR) INGT 20
REWIN BASIC INGRT 21
CALL EXTRAN (ILbL(12),IL8L(10)) INCkT 22
CALL OUTCU (ILBLBASIC) INCRT 23
JO = 191"~ 1INCRT 2..
ACTION( I) =BLANK INCRT 2 t
l KARD(I) LLAN\K INGRI 2o
KARD(l) =ENL~ iNCRI Z I
KARU(2) = TA6LE lNtRT 28
KAKU(3) = IHt- INCKT Z2i
ACTION(l) = DULECK 114CRT 30U
ACTION(2 = 6HTc.-ST~k INCkT 31
ACTIGN(4) = USE. I 141;kT i Z
ACTION(5) = H TEST INORT 33
CALL OUTC) (ACTIONiBASIC) £INCRT 3..
AcrION(4.) =BLANK INCRT 3:
ACTiQN(5) = 8LANK I N(GRT Ju
ACTION(2) = 5H Tc.-ST i NCi<T 37
CALL OUTCJ (ACTIONqiASIC) INCR1 3d
CALL OUTCU-(KARD13ASIC) INtCkT 39
ACTION(2) = 61-TESTOR INCRT ..3
ACTION(4) = USES INGXd * I
ACTION(5) = 5H TEST liqCRT .. 2
CALL OUTGO(ACTIUNv3ASLC) I NC RT -+ J
KARDC?) = OkCK !NCRT
KA. < ( 3) = L ANK iNGRT .7
CALL OUTCj (KAiJJ9dASIC) INGkT #b,
ACTION( 2) = 5H1 fEST INGRT Z4
ACTIUN(4) =BLANK I NCkT da
A CT UN ( 5) =BLANK 114CxT .. j
CALL OUTGO (ACTlJNgdAS1C) INCRT :i
CALL OUTGO ( K AR 0,B8A SI C INCT ~I
Ki02)= FILE INCRT ,2
CALL OdiCi (KAROIBASIC) INCRT 3;
REWINDJ 21 INCRT
CALL ADX(21) INCKT
RE TURN INCM-T 5c,
E NJ INORT ,i
*ELT4 UORMAN.INCD INCOM 3;
SUL6POUTINE INCO (ICRDIUNIT) INCUM ~
C INCDM 6
C PUT IN FORCE OF +ASG NGODM 7
C INGOM 4
C M ODe I - READ 55 CARDS INCUM 9
C MODE 2 - READ 1 CARD INCOM 10
C MODE 3 - READ I CARD, MAY BE PACKED INCGM 11
C INCUM 12
C PROGRAMMEk: VOIT INCOM 14
C INCOM i1
INTEGER ICRO(1') INGOM i:
COMMON /RcST/TAbLcoUSc.ESFILE END0ECKL00ECK8pLANK ,dATCH REST 2
INTEGER TABLE,USESFILE,ENDDECK,DDECK,bLANK 6ATCH REST 3
COMMON /WORK/IIUNT(3),IIRW(3),IUTdL(3,19),IACT(8,3),NFlLES WORK 2
COMMON /BFRS/ XXX(5,) aFRS 2
COMMON /aFRS/ IMOO(14,55,2),IWKi(168,2),ITEMPi(8),ITEMP2(4) 6FRS 3
COMMON /MISC/ERFLAG,FERR,KARO(14)ACTION(1i) MISC 2
INTEGER ERFLAG,FERR,ACTION,PRTFIL MISG 3
EQUIVALtNCc (PRTFILFc RR) MISC #
DIMENSION ITMP1(l), ITMP2(1) INCM 20
EQUIVALENCE (ITMP1(1),ITEMP(i)),(ITEMP2(1),pITMP2(I)) INCUM 21
IF(IUNIT.EQ.5) GO TO 5 INCOM 22
CALL FNOSUF (IUNITIXIY) INCOM 23
IF (IX.NE.2) GO TO 100 INCOM 24
C INCUM 2i
C MOUE rQ 2 -- RrAD ONt CARD INCUM 26
C INCOM 27
IF (IACT(,jIY).EQ.1) GO TO 510 INCM 2b
CALL UREAU (IUNITICR) INCOM 29
C INCOM 3j
C IF ENO OF FILE, SET FLAG INCUM 31
C i CDMc 32
20 CONIINUE INGOM 33
IF(ICRk(1).NL.LND) RCTURN INCUh 43
IF(1CRD(2) .NE.FiLE) RETURN INCDM Jo
IACT(4,IY) = I INCOM 36
IF(IUNIT.LQ.5) GALL TLRM INCOM 37
RE TURN !NGUM 3ti
10-0 GO NT I Uc INiCUM 3 ".
IF (IX.Nc-.1) GO TJ 200 ifiCulhii
C £iUM IL1
C MOcDE i INCUM ,2
C 1z BUFFE.R EMPTY INdGLM -+J
C iNGM -+-
IXX = IACT(d,1Y) INCOM *5
IYY = IAC'1(7,IYI ItNCUM *u
IF (IAC1(4,lY) or-Qo1) GO TO 510 LI~CUM + A
GO TO 155 INGUM ij
C CAN WORK ARLA TAKIL d'4 CHARACTERS ificW1 513
C .LNCL 2 ,1
117 CONTI NUE ltNCUM .7 4
IF (lXX.iiT.6-t) GO TG 170 INCUiM :)'.
IF ( IACI('0.,I1Y) . -Q. 1) GO0 TO 170 INCIJM 3.-+
C INCUt 53~
G PUT 8,, CHAR FkOM 3UFFtR INTO TOP OF WORK AkEA IPjL;UM 2
C INJGUM 5?
CALL A6TA1(-I IO1(1ItYYIY),iWKI(1I(X+1,lY)) INCUM 56
XX = Ixx + 6,1 iNC'i M :''
IVy = IVY +- 1 .LNGUt 01)
i F( I Y Y aN E.50) GU TU 117 ILt'eUt ol
C iNi.,UM 62
G RvEAD IN~ N'EXT JUFFE.R FULL INCIJM 63
C jNGLIM
155 CONTINUZE !M&UM
RLAD (IUNIT,15 6,ENG=510,E-k510J (lMUJl(JplIY),J1,v77U) AINCUa 71
156 FCOFRMAT(77JAb) I NCU11 72
laO CUNTIN'Uc . i4u M 7,,
IYY = 1 ItNiC(M 7:,
IACT(..,Iy) = C !NCut1 7 v
GO TO 117 INCL3M 77
C INCUM 76
C MOVC' CAkOS FR~OM WuikK AkEA INTO C;ARD iNGOM ?sj
-c INCDM 60
170 CON T INU E I NG i m 6
CALL UNPAC (lTEMPlvTL _MP2,ICH) IN~CUM 62
CALL A1TAu(!TE-MP2,IGRD) iNCUM 6.3
MO VE uUwv WURK AREA INCUjt 65
C .LNCjM do
K =IXX-16H~ 114CLM 6~7
IFCKcQoO) GO Tu 19:: INCUM a5
00 190 1=11K INCAuM 8 .
ICHI = i+lCH iNCUM 90
Iw~K1(IqlIY = .WKI(IGH1,IY) INCUM 91
I1c)0 C0 N T iNU t: 1 wI 0M 42
195 CONTINUc lNCtim 93
IXX = K I NGLUM 9'v
IACT(8tlY)=IXX INCUtI '):
IACT (7vLY)=IVY INCGJM jo
GO TO 20 INCLJM 97
200 CiJNllNUc Ii'~om lid
I F ( I X.,N E Go 6 0 500 1 NGCM 9 '9
C I NCL)MI U
C muu 3 CM01
C INCUII1O2
5 C0N T I NUE IlNGO Mid 3
CALL URE-:AJ CjUNIT 9I1tR0) I NoU hi.+
CALL Auj Al ( !CR0 9ITL MPI) INUUIU!O
CALL UNPAC (lTEM1P1iTc.MP2,ICH) I NCU Iii.
CALL AlTAo(ITEMP2,ICR0) INGUMi1)7
IF(BtAICH .EQ.IUNlT) CALL UUTCU( ICROPRTFlL) INCUMIUd
GO TO 20 INGUM109
C INGUM1IO
C a'KKOR EXIT I NOUM111
c INCOM112
00 CONTINUE INCOtIII3
WkITE (FER~,100u) IUNITIX INCUMLI+
1000 FO.61A1(26H INCu - MODE ERROR -- UNIT,13,5H MOuE9I3) INCUMI11
ERFLAG = I INCUMtlt,
CALL T~k ICvl1
51VI C014TINUE INCOI116
W,,'I TE ( F AiRRv2 C 0) IUNIT I NCUM19~
200!) FOkMAT(27H INCO - LNJ OF FILL ON UNIT,13) INC)MI2Ci
Er-<FLAG = I 1 NCDMH121.
IF(IUNI1.EQ.5) CALL Tc.RM 1 NGDHI22
RETURN 1NGU1123
ENO INGOH12o,
*ELT,9 I £ORMAN. IiAScRT INSt&T
SUdROUTINE INS .tT(NSTPII) INSERT :
C INSERT o
C I NSE RT INSLRI 7
C INSERiT 8
COMMION /BFRS/ ISYN(2,20),ISiYN1,ITiIT2,1LT3,FULLCNICN2,LiNILIN2 BFRzI~l 2
fNW8UF9N1,t482 ,CNIICN2 BFR.Si 13
COM1MON /8FRu,/ BUFI(1'.,50),i3UF2(14,5i3),AAA(700) f3FRS1
INTEGEr,. CNiCt 0 2pt3UFl1,dUF2 J F R.S I
LOGICAL FULL BFRSI b
INTEGLi< FLNiFIN2 INSERTI0
EQUIVALENCE (FOUT,1T3) I NSEd Ii.
EQZUIVALENCE (Fi,'29IT2) I NScRTi2
EQUIVALrN(.t (FINIITI) I NSL RlI I'
INTEGEK FOUT LN.)EKTl't
.F(II.NE.G) GU TO 10 INScLR FI)
J = LINI - 2 INSERTltb
WRITt(FOUT'46) J INSERT1.7
46 FORMAT (7HjiNSEKT,113) INSERT43
to CONTINUE INSQRTI9
50 CUNTINUc INSERT21)
LSTCO = CNd2-CN2) + LILN2 !NSERT21
IF (NSTP.GT.LSTCLJ) GO TO 100 I N~c.RI22
KK = NSTP-LIN2+CN2-1 INSLR12.'
WRITE (FOUTo9) ((3UF2(IK) ,I1,14),K=CN2,KK) lNst~kfi!
KK = KK - GN2 + 1INt2
LIN2 =L1N2 + KK I~~~
Cf12 =CI-2 +KK INSERT2o
1%1 CJNTtiNur INSJ 3 J
K= N82 - L.N2 +I iNSilRT 3
LIN2 = LIN2+KK iSET33
CALL FILBUF (I i2 v~FBFFN)IN6E034'
G N2= I IN-iEtkT3:
GJ TO .36 IhNSETfd3b
9 FURMAT (14A0) IN.)Q- 317
E N Ii 1N S r-kIS
*rLT~i DORtMAN.IiNT6UF INTbU- 3
SUcdlROUlINZ INTBUF (IUNTqIRW) INTdUF :
C IN'TbUF 6
C ENTER dITH 3 UNITS AND tREAO/WKITE STATUS INTc3UF 7
CINITIALIZE ACTIVE TA8LE 1NTjUF
C I IN f uUF 9
G PROGRAMMEks. V/UIT INTbUF~I
c INTi3UF11
COMMON /MISC/ kFLAGFA :kKAkD(..) ACTICN(i ) hisc 2
INTEGER ERFLAG.FE-RRACTIUNpPRTFIL MISC 3
E7QUIVALLNCE (PkTFIL,FERR) MISC 4
,OuMfON /WOtK/IIUNT(3),IikW(3),IUT83L(3919),IACT(8,3),NFiLES WORK 2
CO;IMON /tdFRS/ XXX(5'.) uFRS 2
COMMON /i3F,.,<S/ IiiOU(i,*552),IWKI(1682),ITEMP1(8,+),jTLMP2(84) bFRS 3
01MENSION IUNT(3) ,IRW(3) I NT EUF 1:)
C INTdUFlo
C IUTi3L -- UN~IT TAbLE INTbUFI1
G I - UNIT NUuMBER !.NT BUF I
C 2- MOUE INTdUF1'j
C I.NTiBUF20
C IACT -- 3 ACTIVE FILE. INTdUF21
C 1 - UNIT NUMB3ER INtT6UF22
C 2 -MODE 4.NTBUF2S.
C 3 - O=REAU ONLY, I=WekITE ONLY, 2=kt.Ab OR WRITE IWTbUF2,t
C INTBUF25
C 3 - REAL=0,WRITE=I INTBUF2b
C + - FILE STATUS 1=ENU OF FILE, 2=kEWIN0,=IN USe INTdUF27
C 5 - BUFFR INDEX INTtUF2d6
C 6 - WORK AREA INDEX INTJUF29
C 7 - BUFFEk CAiUR COUNTER INT8UF 30




KK = NFILrS INTBUFJ3'
00100 L=1,3 INTOUF 3u
JO 10 I=1,KK I£NTTsUF 3
J = I INTdUFO
IF(IUNI (LI .Q.0) GO TO 11 INT IUF 3
IF (IUNT(L).LQ.1UTBL(i,.I)) GO TO 12 INTdUF. u
10 CONTINUE INTdUF,1.
GO TO1 260 iNTbUF2
11 00 9 K = 1,6 1NT Uf. J
9 IACT(K,L) = 6 INTdUF-,
GO TO 100 INT3UF4:0
C INTbUF~o
C UNIT FOUNO INTBUF.+I
C INTbUF, 
12 CONTINUE INTbUF,+
IACT(1,L) = IUNT(L) INT8UF u
IACT(2,L) = IUTBL(2,J) iNT bUF 2
IACT(3,L) = iRW(L) IiTaUF52
K = IACT(1,L) INTUF:3
IACT(,L) = 2 1 NT BUF
100 CONTINUE i NT3UFS:
C INT&UFio
C ASSIGN OUFFcR FOR MODE 1 INTdUF7i'
C INTdUFitl
K = 0 INTdUF59
DO 200 L=1,3 INTsUFot;
IF (IACT(2,L).NE.1) GO TO 150 INTdUFoI
K = K+1 INTBUFb2
IF (K.GT.2) GO TO 250 INTUFo3
JO 5 I=1,1780 INTBUFoI*
IMOD2(1)=0 INTbUFeb
5 CONTINU c INT8UFoo
IACT(5,L) = K INTuUFo7
IACT(o,L) = K INT8UFod
GO TO 160 I4NTUFo9
153 IACT(5,L) = 0 INTBUF70
C iNT6UF71
C FOCE REFERENCE TO +ASG INTdUF72
-C INTUF73
IACT(6,L) = C 1NT6UF7-t
IACT(7,L) = 1INTOUF75
IACT(8,L) = 0 INTbUF7o
GO TO 200 ITdUF77
160 CONTINUE INT8UF7d
IACT(7,L) = 1 INTBUF79




C ERROR EXIT INTdUFd
C INTdUF85
260 CONTINUE INTBUFdb
WRITL (F-RRIV00) IUNT(L) INTdUF87
1000 FOKMAT(14H INTbUF - UNITI3,2,H NOT FUUwNf IN UNIT TABL)j INTt3UF88
1001 EkFLAG = 1 INT UF89
CALL TERM INTUF90
250 CONTINUE INToUF'l1
WRITE (FERRtC10) IUNT(L),(IACT(J,L),J= 1,) INTUUF 2
1010 FORMAT(29H INTBUF - CANNOT ASSIGN UNITS,I3/SX,B11G) INTdUF93
GO TO 1001 INTBUF9.*
END iNTdUFgp
*ELTI ORMAN.LA3LEk LABLEK 3
SU~r&)UTIN;E LABLER (lV.1RFILEIFILE2) LABLER
C L AdL Lk
C WtkITt LAbE;L ANU VERtSION ON F1LE2 LA3LLKJ 7'
C TrI=N CUPY FILEI TU FILE-2 LAdLUk o
C LAaLEk -
C PKOGRAMrIEK: VOIf LAdL&klIl
C LABLER11.
COMMUN /PIISC/ERFLAGpF-zrKri% L ALSLERIZ
Ir4Tr_.Gbu &iFLAGFERk LABLE.RI3
JIe'LNSION ICRD(14) L AtL EkI:'-
COMMOIN /VCARU/IL,3L(14J L ABLERlo
INTEGEK F.ILrtIFILE-2 LAd L E(17
C L ABLt#<lCI
C FILL 7N Vr.RSIONj NUMdEkqJATE ANU TIt IN. ILBL LABLt~rd9
C LABLER2LO
CALL EXTRAN (ILdL(9),IL8L(11)) LABL.R22'
C LA;3 L Ex 2
0 C INi'TIALIZE- FILES ANO TRANSFER DATA L Ai3L EiK2-t
C LAaLERZZ?)
IFL(I) = FILEi LAaLt e<2oc
IFL(2) = FILtZ LAB3LL.rZil
IFL(3) = 0 L AdL ER2 d
= 0 L~Lkc
IRW(2) = 1 L ABLLRJ~i
CALL IN18JF (IFLolkh) L t3L IJ
CALL OUTCj) (ILBLFILE2) L Aw.Lk32
CALL INGJ (ICRUFIL~i) LAjLcR.N 33
IF(tRFLAG.N..0) GU TO 50 LAd~tt<c#3
301 CON T INU I; LAdL ER 3
CALL !NCO) (iCRDFILE1) LAdLEakio)
IF(cEkmFLAG.lNL.G- Gi TO 5G L AdL R 31
CALL OUTCO (IGRUFILc*2) LA8LLrm3d
I F( IC k ( 1) .N .6H l-N b 0 ) GO TO 30 L tK3.
IF(ICFRJ(2).NEL.otlF FILE. ) GO TO 30 L~Lr4
RE T U k1 L AdL EK-# I
50 WRlTE(Fr-_Rqp1) LdL
31 FURMAT('Ud LAtbtL N6W LJATA F.LLE GUULU 1f4UT 0-t SAVhW LAE3LLKa.+J
ERFLAG = 1 LAdLEk**s
RE~TUR~N LUE
LJ NL L AkL~.R..b
,tr-LTI LU~RMAN.LCRJ LORD) 3
SU3ROUTINE LCR0(FILEjlSTRTIST~pPRTFIL) LGu~i 5
C LGRu 0
C LIST CARDS ON PRTFIL LCRLI 7
C LCRJ d
C PROGRA1MER: VOIT LL~t D li
C LCR) 10
IzNTEGEr' PkTFILpFLLyCARO(1.) LCRu 11
i~F (fRTFlL*Nc&.b) WkITE (PRTFIL 6)- LG.RU 12
b FORMAT(lHi.) LURu 13
WikITL (PRTFIL95) LCRU I-#
SFORMAT(1HjJ LCR. 1:
IF(iaTrmT*LToC) ISTRT=O LURUL lo
IF (ISTP.LTiSTKT) GO TO 50 LCku 17
10 CO-NTINU. LCRU 16
IF(ISTrT.EQ.0j GO T6 25 LCkD 19
DJ 20 I=1,ISTRT LLRu 2i
CALL !NO) (CAR09FILc) L(CRD 21
IF(CA,'W(1).NL.brlENO 0 ) GO TO 20 Ltu22
IF(CAk.u(2),.Q.6HF FILE J GU TO 100 LURU 2.3
20 CONTINUL LGRU 2,#
25 CUNTINUE LCRU 2:?
OU 30 -LITRTIT LU
CALL INCO(CAROIFILE) LGRfD 27
DO 27 LI11 LCRU 2d
J = 15 - L LCRuj 2,j
IF(GARu(J).NE.1H ) GU TU 28 LCRU 3
27 CUN'TINUtT LCRI 41
28 CJNTINUL LCIL) 32
WikITE. (PRTFIL,2o) I,(CARU(LL)vLL=1,J) LOR.. 33
26 FORMAT(I5,1X,1-A6) LCKU 34
IF(CARD(1-).NE.6Hi.EN O ) GO TO 24 LCRO 35
IF(CARU(2) .EQ.6HF FILE ) GO TO 100 LCRU 3J
2,# CU OTINUt LGRO 37
30 CONTINUE LGRO 38
WI TEc (PRTFIL,5) LCGU 39
RETURN LGRD ,0,
,0 ISTP = ISTRT LCRU 41
GO TO 10 LCGR '.2
100 CONTINUE LGRU 43
IF(PRTFIL.NE.6) RETURN LCRO k w
WRITL (PRTFIL,1000) I LCRO 45
1000) FORMAT(45H LCRO - COUNT TOO HIGH, FOUNU END OF FILE Al ,I.) LCRu 4o
WRITE (PRTFIL,5) LORD 47
RETURN LCRO ,d
ENOD LORD '*)
it.LT,I JORMAN.LISTER LISTER 3
SUJROUTIN. LISSTER LIlTEK 5
C LISTE o
C LIST CPTIONS SUBROUTINE LIST-rk i
C LISTLiR 4
C PROGRAMMER - S. WrAY LISTER 9
C LI ST t i
UIMENSION IU(3),IR(3) LIST ERII
COMMON /NAMES/ IVER,PNAME(2) ,M OONAh(2), NAME(2) NAIES 2
INTEGER UNAMEMODNAM,aNAME NAMES 3
COMMON /FILLS/ dASIC,MTAPcFINALSiS2 FILLS 2
INTEGER dASIC,MTAPEFINAL,S1,S2 FILES 3
COMMON /MISC/ERFLAG ,FERRKARO(14) ,ACTION(14) MISC 2
INTEGER ERFLAG,FERRACTION,PRTFIL MISC 3
QUIVALENCE (PRTFIL ,FRR) MISC *
WRITE (PRTFIL66) LISTERi.
66 FORMAT(63H ENTER LIST OPTION (CONTENTS, GENEALOGY, COUNT, CARDS ORLISTEK o
* PRINT) /9H REAUY - ) LISTEkL7
CALL INCO (KARD,5) LISTEi8d
IF(KARD(l).EQ.6HCONTEN ) GO TO 69 LISTEdi9
IF(KAkLJ(l).EQ.bHGENEAL ) GO TU 67 LISTEs<20
IF(KARI~l.EQ.bHC0UNT ) GO TO 70 LISTER21
IF(KARU(I)*EQ*bHCARGS ) GO TO 80 LISTEka2
IF(KARD(D).LQ~bH1PRINT ) GO TO 90 LliTEkZS
RETURN LIa.TE24.
67 WRITE (PRTFIL966) L i T Er,2!
68 FURMAT(274 EtNTER~ NAME OF DECK UESIREO/91 REAUY - Liii ~
CALL INCO(ACTION,3) LiziTEx27
CALL LISIG(ACTIUNE3ASIC) LIZ TER26
RETURN liL2
69 CALL LiSTTC(U'ASIC) ITKi
100 KrTURN 'LISTER31
70 CONTINUEi LIST ER32
IX = i LIaoTER33
GU TO 75 LISTLk3t
80O CONTINUE LISTE.k35
IX =2 LI,4TEm~Jb
GO TO 75 LISTLR37
90 CONTINUE LISTLik3d
IX = 3 LISTER39
75 CONTINUE LISTtR'.0
71 FORMAT(19H ENTER N~AME OF OECK/18H Or? FILE NUMi3E-R/2.ii OR LURRLI. TER+i
*t.NT FILL NAML/11H OR OJONE/9H REAUY -)LISTEK..2
WRITE (PRTFIL,71) LISTER43
CALL I14CU (KAkD,5) L i TLR.'
IF(KARD(I) *tQ.4H00NE) RETURN Ll1ShR45
CALL VALUE (KARDVIERR) LIST~ai47
IF(1Es<R.EO.0) ITAPE. = V LISTER'.d
IF(KARO(1j)r.Qs6H3ASIC, ) LITAPL = BASIC LISTEK*~9
IF(KARD(I).E-Q,6hFlNAL ) ITAPE = FINAL LISTER50
IF((KAt(i).EQ.bNAMt())ANUs(KACJ(2).EQ~dNAME(2))) ITAPE FINAL LlzaTckI
FINAL = 14LIST.Rti2
IF(i-TAFr.Qo0) CALL USL (KAmRO) L I 11T Lk 5
IF(ERFLAG*NE.O0) RETURN LISTER54
IF(ITAPQ'*EQ*C) !TAP,,:FINAL L I.TEk5ts
lU~l) 5 1T~,
IJ(2) =ITAPE LISTtR57
IU(3) 3L IST LK~i
IR~~l) =2 L I ST F-R5 ii
lrU (2) =2 LISTEK-09
IR(3) =2 LI )TLu6 1.
R~dIND ITAPE- LIST Eko2,
CALL INTz3UF(iUI'R) LISTtkb4;
lF(lX..LQ.1) GL TO 80 LiS TERb-,,
IF(IX.t.Q.3) GO TO 95 LISI ~rb,6i
6:1 WRITE (PRTFIL-pd2) L IST ERt6
62? FOkMAT(27H ENTEMk NUM3Ek OF FIR<ST CARO/9H Ki-AUY -)LIS1~kbil
CALL INGO (KARD15) LISTLIt6 d
CALL VALUc-- (KARUV,9IERR) L a LK.,
IF (ILRR.NE.0) GO TO 61. LliTF-ft7)
I STAR~T = VL1STERL
6.3 WkITE (PRTF!Lv,) LliSlt 7g'!
6-4 FURMAT(27H ENTEr, NUMBER OF LAST CARJi /9H READY -)LILk7~3
a. CALL IN'CO (KAR0,5) LIST ER<74q
ISTOP = 0 L i~ T E R 7:;
*IF (KARDO( 1) .. IH ) ISTOP = ASTART LIS TLR~ia
IF(.lSTU-P,'AE.0) GO TO 8: LIST Eta?
CALL VALUE (KARU'vVp iEkR) LIST Lta8
IFI.~.)GU TO 83 L4~~
ISTOP = V LISit.R8D
d5 Goi'4TINU._ LISTER612
CALL LGR<O (ITAPLISIARTISTOP,6) LISTckd.2
GO TO 80 LlSTLxS
66 CALL CUUNT(1TAFL) LISTEaKd4
GO TO 7C
95 CONTINUE LiSTtLR80
CALL LCI (ITAPE,09500000,20) Ll~iTLa87
GO TO 90 L IST~ra66
ENS, LISTER49
tcLT91 DORMAN.LISTG LISTG 3
SU6RUilIN LISTG(NAME, IFILE) LISTG
C LISTG
C LIST GENEALOGY LISTG 7
C PROGRAMMER - 68 GOLD LISTG 8
C LISTG 9
OIMENSION LIST(2,20), NAME(2) LISTG 10
COMMON /MISC/ERFLAGFERRyKARO(iC4)ACTION(14) MISC 2
INTEGER ERFLAGFERRACTIONPRTFIL MISC 3
EQUIVALcNCr (PRTFIL,FtRR) MISC 
C LISTG 12
CALL GETGEN(NAMEIFILELISTNLIST) LISTG 13
IF (ERFLAG.NE.O) RETURN LISTG I4
WRITE (PRTFIL,I0) NAML LISTG 15
10 FORMAT(20HOGENEALOGY FOR DECK 2A6) LISTG lo
IF (NLIST.EQ.1) GO TO 40 LISTG 17
00 20 N = 2jNLIST LISTG lo
20 WRITE (PRTFIL,30) LIST(1,N-1),LIST(2,N-1), LIST(1,N),LIST(2,N) LSTG 19
, 30 FORMAT(7H iDECK 2A6,6H USES ,2Ab) LISTG 20
.40 WRITE (PRTFIL,50) LIST(1,NLIST), LIST(2,NLIST) LISTG 21
' 50 FORMAT(7H $OtCK 2A6) LISTG 22
WRITE (PRTFIL,6b) LISTG 23
60 FORMAT(IHO) LISTG 24
RETURN LISTG 25
END LISTG 26
*ELTI DORMAN.LISTTC LISTTG 3
SUdROUTIN LISTTC(IFILE) LISTTLG
C LISTTC b
C LIST TABLE OF CONTENTS LISTTG 7
C LISTTC d
C PROGRAMMER - b. GOLD LISTTC 9
C LISTTGlO
JIMENSION IU(3),IR(3) LlSTTC1L
COMMON /RiST/TAoLEUSESFILEENOJECKUDECK,8LANK ,BATCH REST 2
INTEGER TABLL UScS FILepLND, DeCK, CKLANK8ATCH RtST 4
COMMON /MISC/ERFLAG,FERRKAR(1) ,ACTION(1i) MISC 2
INTEGER ERFLAG,FERRACTIONPRTFIL MI SC
EQUIVALENCE (PRTFILFERR) MIZCG
INTEG-R VERS L IST Ti '
OATA VERS/bHVERSIO/ L ISTTL; I
DATA IR/2,2,2/,lU/O,0,20 LiSTTGI0
IU(1) = IFILE LISTTG17
CALL INT3UF(IUIR) L ST TGi6
REWIND IFILE LISTTC 9
tRFLAG = 0 Li TTG20
WtITE (PRTFIL,1L) LISiTC21.
10 FORMAT(21HO TABLE OF CONTENTS/) LI3,TTG22
201 CALL INCO(KARO,IFILE) LITTIG2
IF(RFLAG.NE.C ) RETURN LISTTG2"i
IF(KAR0(5).EQ.VERS) GO TO 22 LI TTC2:)
IF((KAIJ(1).NE.00ECK).ANO.(KARD(l).NE,ENC)) GO TO 60 LISTIG2b
2!5 ONTi\NUE LISTTC27
CALL OUTCJ (KARU,PRTFIL) LISTTG2b
IF(KARU( 1.NE.EN ) GO TO 20 LISTTC29
IF(KARkL(2) .NE.TABLE) GO TO 20 LISTT,30
R. TURN LISTTG31
oO ERFLAG = 1 LISTTC32
WRITE (FERk,70) KARO LISTTC33
70 FORMAT(-gHOLSTL - ERRONEOUS CARD WITHIN TABLE OF CONIENTi-/5X, IALISTlG3,t
*6) LISTTC,3:5
GO TO 2G LiTTG3o
END LISTCTG7
*ELT,I ORMAN.OPT OPT 3
SUBROUTINE OPT OPT ?
C OPT 6
C OPT 7
C LISTS THE OPTIONS AVAILABLE OPT d
C OPT 9
C PROGRAMMER - S. WkAY OPT 1
C UPT 11
COiMON /MISC/crRFLAGFrkR,KARD(i ) ,ACTION(4) NISG 2
INTEGER ERFLAGFERRACTIONPRTFIL MISC 3
EQUIVALENCE (FPTFIL,Fe.RR) MISC v
WRITE (PRTFIL,5) OPT 13
5 FORMAT(25H OPTION LIST (SHORT FORM)/ OPT . 1
*57H 1. CRcATt 2. USt (U) 3. OPTION (0) 4. SAVc (S)/ uPT 15
*57H 5. AJO (A) 6. DELETE (0) 7. EDIT () 8. CONVERT (C)/ OPT 16
*57H 9. REPLACE(k) 10. LIST (L) 11. DON- 12. TAPL LIST / OPT 17
* ) OPT to
9 WRITt (PRTFILIG) OPT 19
10 FORMAT(39H thTEK NUMBER OF OPTION TO dE EXPLAiNED/8H OR DUNc/ OPT 20
*9H READY - ) UPT 21
15 CALL INCO (KARD,5) OPT 22
IF(KARO(i).LQ.4HDON ) RETURN OPT 23
CALL VALUE- (KARD,V, ERR) OPT 24
IF(IERR.EQ.0) GO TO 20 OPT 2
17 WRITE (PRTFiL,6b) OPT 20
16 FORMAT(26H ILLEGAL ENTRY - TRY AGAIN/IH READY - ) OPT 27
GO TO 15 OPT 28
20 I = V OPT 29
IF(I.LT.1) GO TO 17 uPT 30
IF(I.GT.12) GO TO 17 OPT 31
GO TO (101,102,103,1041,O 51106 ,107,108,109,11,O1,112,113 OPT 32
S),I OPT 33
101 WRITE (PRTFIL,201) OPT 3%
201 FURMAT(71H IF THE KEY WORD -CREATE- IS ENTERED, THE PROGRAM WILL GOPT 35
*ENERATE A OUMMY/63H DATA BASE AND THEN USE THE ADD OPTION TO ADO DOPT 36
*6CKS FROM TAPt21/29H CRtATe MAY Bt USc.L ONLY ONCE) OPT 37
GO TO 9 OPT 38
102 WRITE (PRTFIL,202) OPT 39
202 FORMAT(71 IF THE KEY WORD -USE- IS ENTERED, THE PROGRAM WILL REQUOPT t0
*tEST THL NAMc OF/7H A OtCK TO Bc EXTRACT-CO FROM THE DATA 3ASE. THOPT *1
*ERE WILL .E A DELAY FOR THE/IIH EXTRACTION) OPT 42
GO TO 9 UPT #3
103 WRITE(PRTFIL,203) OPT 4,,
203 FORMAT(70H IF THr KLY WORD -OPTiON- IS ENTERED, THE USER 15 PROVIOOPT #.
*EO WITH A LIST/o8r AND THE JESCRIPTION OF EACH ITEM IN THE LIST ASOPT 46
* REQUESTEU VIA INPUT) OPT 47
GO TO 9 OPT *8
10' WRITE (PRTFIL20.) OPT #9
204 FORMAT(72H IF THe KY WORD -SAVc- IS rNTtKRD, THE USER WILL HAVE TOPT :ic
*HE CAPABILITY TO/71H SAVE THE MOST RECENT VERSION OF IHE DATA BASEOPT 51
OR SAVE A dASIC DECK FOR/60H INPUT TO DORCA OR SAVE A t00U DECK TOOPT 52
3E RETAINED EXTERNALLY) OPT 54
GG TO 9 OPT 5-p
10:5 WRITE (PRTFIL,205) OPT 55
205 FORMAT(71H IF THE KEY WORD -ADD- IS ENTEREOD THE PROGRAM WILL BEGIOPT 5o
*N TO LOAD OECKS/*2H FROM TAPL21 FOR ADDITION TO THE DATA BASt) OPT 57
GO TO 9 OPT 58
10b WRITE (PRTFIL,206) OPT 5'
206 FORMAT(71H IF THE KEY WORD -DELETE- IS ENTERED, THE PROGRAM WILL ROPT 60
cQUtST THt NAML/72H OF THE DECK TO BE DLLLTcO FROM THt DATA BASE. OPT 6:L
THE DECK IS THEN DELETED) OPT 62
GO TO 9 OPT 63
107 WRITE (PRTFIL,207) OPT 6.t
207 FORMAT(71H IF THE KEY WORD -EOIT- IS ENTERLD, THE USER IS DIRECTEDOPT 6a5
TO NAME A OtCK/71H IN THE DATA BASE AND THEN ENTER A MOU DECK VIAOPT bo
* THE TERMINAL WHICH WILL/43H ALTER THE ORIGINAL DECK VIA THE USE OUPT 67
SPTION) OPT bd
GO TO 9 OPT 69
108 WRITE (PRTFIL,208) OPT 70
208 FORMAT(73H IF THE KEY WORD -CONVERT- IS ENTERED, THE PROGRAM WILL OPT 7:L
*REQUEST THE NAMES/76H OF TWO DECKS IN THE DATA BASE. THE TWO OtCKOPT 72
*S WILL BE COMPARED CARD BY CARO/7.H AND A MOD DECK WILL BE GENERATOPT 73
*ED THAT WILL BE'SMALLER THAN THE 8ASIC DECK/68H BUT EQUIVALENT IN OPT 7"t
*DATA CONTENT WHEN APPLIED TO THE OTHER BASIC DECK) OPT 7:
GO TO 9 OPT 76
109 WRITE (PRTFIL,209) OPT 77
209 FORMAT( 7H IF THE KEY WORD -REPLACE- IS ENTERED, THE USER WILL BE OPT 7d
*ALLOWED TO REPLACE/63H A DECK IN THE DATA BASE IF THERE IS NOT A MOPT 79
00 DECK NEEDING THE/i4H ORIGINAL DECK) OPT 80
GO TO 9 OPT 81
11) WRITE (PRTFIL,210) OPT 82
210 FORMAT(53H IF THE KEY WORD -LIST- IS ENTERED, THE USER CAN LIST/ OPT 83
*36H TABLE OF CONTENTS OF THE DATA BASE / OPT d,4
*40H GENEALOGY OF ANY DECK IN THE DATA BASE / OPT 8,
~8H COUNT OF CARDS ON ANY TAPE USED BY THE PROGRAM / OPT 86
*50H INDIVIDUAL CARDS ON ANY TAPE USED bY THE PROGRAM / OPT d7
*55H PRINTOUT OF THE COMPLETE CONTENTS OF ANY TAPE OR DECK ) OPT 8o
GO TO 9 OPT 89
111 WRITE (PRTFIL,211) OPT 90
211 FORMAT(58H IF THE KEY WORD - DONE- IS tNTLRLD9 THt PROGRAM TLRMINAOPT 91
*LS) OPT 92
GO TO 9 OPT 93
112 WRITE (PRTFIL,212) OPT 94
212 FORMAT(44H THIS IS A LIST OF TAPLSUSED BY THE PROGRAM/ OPT 95
*62H TAPEI - SOURCE DATA BASE TAPE1+ - CURRENT dASIC DECK /OPT 9b
*62H TAPE2 - ALTERNATe uATA BASE TAPE20 - OUTPUT DECK LISTINGS /OPT 97
*62H TAPE3 - ALTERNATL DATA BASE TAPE21 - INPUT dASIL DECKS /OPT 9b
*62H TAPc, - SAVED DATA BASt TAPe22 - SCRATCH /UPT 99
*62H TAPL5 - CONSOLE INPUl TAPE23 - SCRATCH /OPT 100
*62H TAPE6 - CONSOLE OUTPUT TAPE24 - SAVED M00 DECKS /OPT 101
*62H TAPE11 - INPUT MOD DECKS TAPE25 - SCRATCH /OPT 102
*62H TAPEI2 - DORCA DATA DECK TAPE26 - SCRATCH /OPT 103
*62H TAPEI3 - CURRENT MOO DECK TAPE27 - SCRATCH /OPT 104
) OPT 105
GO TO 9 OPT 106
113 WRITE (PRTFIL,213) OPT 101
213 FORMAT(4H 13.) OPT 108
GO TO 9 OPT 109
,-ND OPT 110
tELT,I DORMAN.OUTCD OUTCU 3
SU3ROUTINE OUTCU (ICRD,IUNIT) OUTGO 5
C PUT IN FORC. CLOSt UUTGO 0
C OUTGO 7
C MODE 1 - WRITE S5 CARDS OUTCD d
C MODE 2 - WRITE I CARD OUTGO 9
C OUTGO 10
C PROGRAMMER: VOIT OUTGO 11
C OUTGU 12
COMMON /REST/TABLE, USE SFILEENJECKDDECK,3LANK ,BATCH REST 2
INTLeGR TA3LEUSESFILEENDDECKODECK, LANKBATCH REST 3
COMMON /MISC/LRFLAG,FRRKARD(4) ,ACTION(14) MISC 2
INTEGER ERFLAG,FERR,ACTIONPRTFIL MISC 3
EQUIVALENCE (PRTFIL,FERR) MISC V
COMMON /WORK/II1UNT(3),IIRW(3),IUTBL(3,19),IACT( ,3),NFILES WORK 2
COMMON /FRS/ XXX(54) BFRS 2
COMMON /BFRS/ IMOD1(14,55,2),IWKI(168,2),ITEMPi(8.),IEMP2(84) bFRo 3
DIMENSION ICRD(14) OUTGO 17
DIMENSION ITMP1(6..),ITMP2(8,) OUTGO 18
E QUIVALENCE (ITMPI(1),ITEMPI(1)),(lTEMF2(1),ITMP2(1)) OUTGO 19
OATA IIXIIY,IIZ /14,55,2/ OUTGO 2G
3ATA IIW /84/ OUTGO 21
IF(IUNIT.iQ.b) GO TO 6 OUTGO 22
CALL FNDUF (IUNIT,IX,IY) OUTGO 23
IF (IX.NE.2) GO TO 100 OUTGO 24
C OUTGO 25
C MOOc cQ 2 - WRITE ON CARD OUTGO 26
C UUTGO 27
IF (IACT(4,IY).EQ.1) GO TO 510 OUTGO 28
8 CONTINUE UUIGO 29
DO 2 I=1,14 UTGO 30
J=15-I OUTGO 31
IF(ICO(J).NE.LANK) GO TO 3 OUTGO 32
2 CONTINUE OUTGO 33
3 CONTINUE OUTCU 3..
IF(IUNIT.EQ.6) GO TO 10 OUTGO 3!
WRITE (IUNIT,5) ( ICRD(I),I=,J) OUTGO 3;0
5 FORMAT(14A6) OUTGO 37
IF(ICRO(I).NE.ENO) RETURN OUTCGO 3
IF(ICRU(2).NE.FILE) RETURN OUTGO 3;,
IACT(4,IY) = 1 OUTGO 40
_NO FILE IUNIT OUTGO 4,1
RETURN OUTGO *2
C OUTGO ' 3
C SPECIAL FORMAT FOR TERMINAL OUTPUT OUTGO 4,t
C OUTGO 5
.0 WRITE (IUNIT,11) (ICRO()9I=1 J) OUTGO 4o
11 FORHAT(1X,1iA6) OUTGO 47
RETURN OUTGO 46
C OUTGO 49
C MODE I OUTGO 50
C OUTGO 51
100 CONTINUE OUTGO 52
IF(IXNc.1) GO TO 500 OUTGO 53
IXX = IACT(8,IY) OUTGO 5'
IYY = IACT(7,IY) OUTGO 55
IF (IXX.LT.IIW) GO TO 120 OUTGO 5o
C OUTGO 57
C MOVE 64 CHAR FROM WORK AREA INTO BUFFER OUTGO 5o
C OUTGO 53
CALL AITA6 (IWKi(iLIY),IMOD(1,IYYIY)) OUTGO 60
IXX = IXX-84 OUTGO 61
IYY = IYY+i OUTGO 62
C OUTGO 63
C MOVE REMAINING CHAR DOWN OUTGO 6.
C OUTGO 6:,
JO 110 I=1,IXX OUTGO 6o
IZ = I+84 OUTGO o7
IWK1 (1, Y) = IWK1 (IZ,IY) OUTGO o
110 CONTINUE OUTGO 69
C OUTGO 70
C MOVE NEW CARO INTO WORK AREA OUTGO 71
C OUTGO 72
120 CONTINUE OUTGO 73
CALL AbTAI (ICkuITMPI) OUTGO 7-
CALL PACCON(ITEMPIITMP2,1CH) OUTGO 72
00 130 I=1,ICH OUTGO 70o
ICHI = IXX+I uUTCO 77
IWKI(ICH1,IY) = ITMP2(I) OUTGO d76
130 CONTINUE OUTGO 7o
IXX = IXX+ICH OUTGO dO
C OUTGO 81
C CHECK FUR END OF FILE OUTGO 62
C OUTiO 83
IACT(7pIY) = IYY OUTGO o.
IACT(d,IY) = IXX OUTGO d5
IF(ICRO(1) .NE.6H:EN 0 ) GO TO 135 OUTCG 86
IF(ICRO(2).EQ.6HF FILE ) GO TO 150 OUTGO 67
135 CONTINUE OUTGO 8ad
IF(IYY.GT.IIY) GO TC 140 OUTGO 89
kETURN OUTGO 90
140 CONTINUE OUTGO 91
00 145 i=1,IV OUTGO 92
WRITE (IUNIT,95) (IMG0O(L,I,IY),L=1,14) OUTCGO 93
1'.5 CONTINUE OUTGO 94
IACT(7,IY) = I OUTGO 4,
RETURN OUTGO 96
C OUTGO 97
C MOVE WORK AREA INTO 8UFFER AND OUTGO 93
C- BLANK R,-MAINING BUFFtR OUTCD 99
C OUTC0105
150 CONTINUE UUTGi;LO.1
IACT(4#IY) = I OUTGO1G2
K = (2*IW)-IXX UUTGU103
Kl= 2*IIW OUTCO10,*
00 155 I=K,KI OUTCG10z
IWK1(IIY) = 6H OUTCOiGo
155 CONTINUt OUTGOU10
CALL AITAo (IiK1(v1IY),IMOO(1,IYYIY)) OUTCO10,3
IS = IYY+i OUTCGO1 3
00 170 I=ISIIY OUTCD110
00 io J=1,14 OUTC D11
IM001(JIIY) = 6H OUTiGCli2
165 CONTINUE OUTGO113
170 CONTINUL OUTGu11 .
00 160 I=1,55 OUTC011i




C ERROR EXIT OUTC012
C OUTGD121
500 CONTINUE OUTCU12
WRIT (FeRR,1 00) IUSITIX OUTCO123
1000 FORMAT(27H OUTCO - MOUE ERROR -- UNIT,13,5H HMOE,13) OUTCLI24
ERFLAG = I OUTGD12.
CALL TeRM OUTCDI2o
510 CONTINUE OUTC127
WRITE (FERRi,1CG) IUNIT OUTCU126
1010 FORMAT(28H OUTCU - END OF FILE ON UNIT,13) OUTCO12




*ELTI DORMAN.PACCON PACCON 3
SU3ROUTINE PACCON (CHAROCHARNCHAR) PACCUON
C PACCON o
C PACK CARDS WITH = ANO ; PACCGN 7
C PROGRAMMER - S. WRAY PACCON 6
C PACCON 9
INTeGeR CHAK(,O) ,CHAR(d80) PKTAa(9,2) PACCONi
D00 5000 I=1, C PACCON11
IF(CHAR(I).EQ.1H=) CHAR(I)=iH- PACCON12
IF(CHAR(I).EQ.iH;) CHAR(I) = 1H PACCON13
5000 CONTINUE PACCUNI~
00 5 I = 1,8C PAGCONI2
J = d1 - I PACGGONo
IF(CHAk(J).NE.iH ) GO TO 10 PACCON17
5 CONTINUE PACCGN16
NCHAR = 1 PACGON19
9 OCHAR(NCHAR)=IH; PACCON2U
RETURN PACGCON21
10 NCHAR = 81 - I PACCUN22
PKTAd(91,) = i PACCON23
NPK = 0 PACCON24
00 t lipsPACCOiN2:
DO 12 J=1,1O PACCON-2o
L = 10*1 + I - J PACGON247
IF(L.GE.NCHAFR) GO TO 1'. PACCUN26
IF(CHAk(L).tJE.iH ) GO TO 13 PACGOF429
12 CONTINUE PACCON31)
L=L-1 PACCUN31:
13 IF(J.EQ.i) GO TO 11 PACCON3?
CH-AR(L+I) = 1H= PACCON33
NPK=NPK+i PACCON3,#
PKTAB(NPK,2)= L+I' PACCLN3!;-
PKTAi3(NPK+l,1) 10*1 +1 PACCON3o
11 CONTINUE PACCON3.7
GO TO 15 PACCON3 8
1,4 ;PK = N'PK*1. PACCON3 9
PKTAB(NPK,2J = ICHARtI P ACCON*
CH-ANCHAR+1) =IH; PACCON4 1
15 NCHAR = 0 PACCON*2
00 lb L1,PNPK P ACC ON4'3
L1=PKTAB(L,1) PACCON,*a.
L2=PKTAB(L,2) F'AC CON4:P






END PA CC ONi;2
$ELT,I DORMAN.REPL RePL J
SUtSROUTINE REPL REPL 2~
C REPL o
C CONTROLS REPLACEMENT OF DECKS RLPL 7
C REPL 8
C PROGRAMMER - S. WRAY REPL '
C RiPL lil
COMMON /MISC/ERFLAGFERRKARO(14) ,ACTION(14) misc 2
INTEGER ERFLAGFERR,ACTIONPRTFIL MIS 3
tQUIVALtNCt (PRTFILFtRR) MISC ,.
COMMON /FILES/ 8AaIC,MTAPEFINALSIS2 FILES 2
INTEGER 8ASiC,MTAPEFINAL, 1,S2 FILES 3
COMMON /NAMES/ IVERONAME(2),MOONAM(2),BNAML(2) NAMtS 2
INTEGER ONAME,MOONAM,BNAME NAMES 3
DIMENSION IU(3),IR(3) REPL 14
DATA IU,IR/C0,,0,2,2,2/ REPL 15
WRIIt(PRTFIL,5) R"PL 16
5 FORMAT(30H ENTER NAME OF DECK TO BE USED/9H READY - ) kEPL 17
CALL INCO (KARD,5) REPL 18
Mi = 13 REPL 19
I = 0 REPL 20
M2 = 14 REPL 21
IF((KARD(1).EQ.MOONAM(1)).ANO. (KARD(2).EQ.MODNAM(2))) I = Mi kfEPL 22
IF((KARD(l).EQ.BNAME (1)).ANO.(KARD(2).EQ.8NAME (2))) 1 = M2 REPL 23
IF(I.NL.0) GO TO 20 REPL 24
U' WRITE (PRTFIL,15) kEPL 25
15 FORMAT(24H ORIGINAL DECK NOT FOUND) REPL 26
ERFLAG = I RcPL 27
RETURN REPL 26
20 CONTINUE REPL 29
WRITE (PRTFIL,10) REPL 30
10 FORMAT(34H ENTtR NAMr OF UtCK TO Bt RLPLACLO/9H RtAOY - ) REPL 31
CALL INCO (ACTION,5) REPL 32
IF((KARU(1).EQ.ACTION(1)).ANO.(KARD(2).EQ.ACTION(2))) GO TO 100 REPL 33
WRITL (PRTFIL,25) REPL 34
25 FORMAT(24H DECK NAMES DO NOT MATCH/38H REQUEST REJECTED - USE OELEREPL 3!
'TE AND ADD) kEPL 36
ERFLAG = 1 REPL 37
RETURN REPL 38
100 CONTINUE REPL 39
St = BASIC + 1 REPL 4ii
IF(S1.GT.3) Si = 2 RLPL 41
IU(i) = BASIC REPL *2
IU(2) = Si kEPL 43
IU(3) = I REPL
REWINU I REPL 4.
REWIND Si REPL q6
CALL INTBUF(IU,IR) REPL *7
CALL KEPLAC(6ASIC,I,Sl) REPL 4,8
IF(ERFLAG.NE.C) RETURN kLPL 4'4,
BASIC = St RtPL ,0
RETURN REPL 51
E ND REPL 52
ELr,I JORMAN.REPLAC REPLAG 3
SUBROUTINE REPLAC(INI,IN2,OUT) REPLAC !
C SUBSTITUTE DECK WHICH IS NEXT ON FILE IN2 FOR THE DECK OF THE SAME REPLAC 6
C NAME WHICH IS ON THE BASIC DATA FILE INi. COPY THt RtVISLD BASIC DATA RPLAG 7
C FILE ONTO FILE OUT* REPLAG 6
C PROGRAMMER - 8. GOLD REPLAC 9
C REPLAGiO
COMMON /MISC/ERFLAGFERRKARD(14),ACTION(14) MISC 2




INTEGER TYPE, FLAG, BASIK, MOD, TEMP(14) REPLAC1.
COMMON /REST/TABLEUSES,FILEENUiDECKUUECKBLANK ,BATCH RkET 2
INTEGER TABLEUSESFILEENDOOECKODECKbLANKbATCH REST 3
INTeGtR VLRS REPLAGCo
DATA VEkS/6HVERSIO/ REPLAC17
OATA 6ASIK, MOO / 5HbASIC, 3HMOD / kiPLAGld
C REPLAC19
C INITIALIZE FILEs, READ FIRST CARD OF NEW DECK AND VERSION CARD FROM REPLAC20
C DATA FILE* REPLAG2I
C RLPLAC22
FLAG = i REPLAC23
REWINO INi REPLAC24
REWIND OUT REPLAC25
ERFLAG = 0 REPLAC26
CALL INCU(KARO,1N2) REPLAC27
KOUNT2 = I REPLAC26
IF (ERFLAG.NE.O) GO TO 100 REPLAC29
TYPE = OASIK REPLAC36
IF (KARD~).*EQ.USES) TYPE = HOD REPLAC31
IF (KARD(1).NE.DDECK) GO TO 110 REPLAC32
NAME = KARD(2) REPLAC33
NAME2 = KARD(3) REPLAC34
CALL tXTRAN (KARD(7),KARO(9)) REPLAC35
WRITE (PRTFIL,10) KARD(2), KARD(3) REPLAC3o
10 FORMAT(20HOREPLACE CECK NAMED ,2A6,13H ON DATA FILE/) REPLAC37
CALL OUTCU (KARD,PRTFIL) REPLAG3o
IF ((KARD(2).Q.KARD()).AND.(KARO(3).EQ.KARD(6))) GO TO 170 REPLAC39
KOUNT1= 0 REPLAC40
C REPLAG-1
C COPY TABLt OF CONTENTS. CHtCK TO Stt THAT RLPLACcMtNT DOCK AND ANY REPLAG2
C DECK IT USES ARE LISTED AMONG CONTENTS. REPLAtG3
C REPLAG44
FLAG = 2 REPLA(s
INDOX = 0 REPLAG*o
NEcD = 0 REPLAGC7
LASTM = 0 REPLAGo
NTC = 2 REPLAC99
IUS = 0 REPLAC~O
30 CALL INCDO(TEMP,1NI) REPLAC51
IF (ERFLAG.NE.0) GO TO 120 REPLAG52
KOUNTi = KOUNTi+1 RcPLAC53
IF (TEMP(1).EQ.ENO) GO TO 40 RtPLACGS
IF(TEMP(5).EQ.VaRS) GO TO 30 REPLACS,
IF (TEMP(1).NE.LDECK) GO TO 150 REPLAC5o
NTC = NTC+L RcPLAGi7
IF (TEMP() .EQ.USES) LASTM = NTC REPLACib
IF ((KARD(2).EQ.TEMP(5)).ANO.(KARk(3).EQ.TEMP(t))) IUSE = NTG REPLAC9
IF ((TEMP(2).EQ.KARO(5)).ANO.(TEMP(3).EQ.KARD(b))) NEED = NTC REPLACoU
IF ((TtMP(2).*Q.KARO(2)).AND.(TEMP(3).EQ.KARD(3))) INDEX= NTC REPLACol
GO TO 30 kEPLAC62
C REPLAG63
C ECIDE WHERE TO INSERT NEW $SDECK GARD IN TAbL OF CONTENTS REPLACGo
C REPLACo
40 LOC = INDEX REPLAG66
IF (INfDEX.EQ.0) GO TO 130 REPLACG67
IF ((N-.Q.0).AND.(TYPt.Q.rMOD)) GG TO 140 KEPLACb6
IF ((NEED.GT.0).AND.(NEED.LT.IUSE)) GO TO 160 REPLAC69
INDEX = IUSE+1 REPLAC7u
IF (TYPE.EQ.6ASIK) INDEX = NTC kPLAG71
C REPLAG72
C READ TA8LE OF CONTENTS AGAIN AND COPY ONTO OUT FILE WITH NEW DOECK REPLAC73
C CARD INSERT AND OLD ONE DELETED REPLAC. S
C R.PLAG75
RWINJ IN1 REPLAC7o
KOUNTI = 0 REPLAG77
KOUNT3 = 0 REPLAC76
45 CALL INCD(TEMPINI) REPLAG7 9
IF (cRFLAG.NL.0) GO TO 120 REPLACd~
KOUNTI = KOUNTl+1 REPLAC81
IF((TEMP(2).EQ.NAiMEl).AND.(TEMP(3).EQ.NAM2)J GO TO 45 REPLAG82
IF (INDEX.NLKOUNT3) GO TO ,7 kcPLAG83
CALL OUTCD(KAkR,OUT) REPLAGd.
KOUNT3 = KOUNT3+I REPLAC8.
47 CALL OUTCO(TEMP,OUT) REPLAGdo
KOUNT3 = KOUNT3*1 REPLAC87
IF ((TEMP(1).NE.END) .OR(TEMP(2).NE.TAbLE)) GO TO 45 RcPLAG86
C REPLAG89
C COPY ALL DECKS FROM INi TO OUT EXCEPT DECK TO BE REPLACED. REPLAG93
C INScRT NLW DECK WHtN OtCK COUNT NODCK = NUhEk RkEPLAC91
C REPLAC92
FLAG = 3 REPLAC93
NDECK = 0 RiPLAC .
IF ((TYP.tQ.MOD ) .AND.(LOC.LE.LASTM)) NUMSER = LASTM-INJEX+1 REKPLAG9(
IF ((TYPE.EQ.MOD ).ANO.(LOC.GT.LASTM)) NUMBER = LASTM-INDEX+2 REPLACYo
IF ((TYPE.EQ.dASIK) .AND.(LOC.LE.LASTM)) NUM3ER = LASTM REPLAC97
IF ((TYPt. QBASIK).AND.(LOG.GT.LASTM)) NUMbLR = LASTM+1 REPLAC96
50 CALL INCD(TEMPINi) REPLAC ~
IF (ERFLAG.NE.0) GO TO 120 KEPLA10O
KOUNTi = KOUNTi + I REPLA101
IF (TEMP(1).NE.UDECK) GO TO 83 kPLA102
ISKIP = 0 kEPLA103
IF ((TEtIP(2).EQ.NAME) .AND.(TEMP(3).EQ.NAME2)) 1zKIP = 1 REPLA104
IF (ISKIP.EQ.1) GO TO 80 RtEPLAIt>
NDECK = NDECKt1 kLPLA10o
IF (NDECK.NE.NUMBEk) GO TO dO REPLA107
C RtPLAiOd
C TRANSFER NtW JECK ONTO OUT FILE REPLAiO,
C kEPLA1LO
55 FLAG = R PLA111
CALL OUTCD(KARO,OUT) REPLA112
60 CALL INCO(KAROIN2) REPLA113
IF (ERFLAG.NE.0) GO TO 100 REPLA1i
KOUNT2 = KOUN12+1 RtPLA11I
CALL OUTCC(KARD,OUT) R&PLAllo
IF (KAROG().NE.NO) GO TO 60 REPLA1l7
WkITE (PRTFIL,7C) KOUNT2 REPLAlid
70 FORMAT(/I10,6H CARDS) REPLAIs
FLAG = 5 REPLA120
C REPLAi21
C 00 NOT COPY THIS CARD ONTO OUT FILE IF IT IS PART OF THe OLO utCK TO RLPLA122
C BE REPLACED (IF ISKIP=I) REPLA123
C rEPLA12Z
80 IF (ISKlP.EQ.O) CALL OUTCO(TEMP,OUT) REPLA12t
IF ((TLMP(1).NL.NO).OR.(TcMP(2).NL.FILL)) GO TO 50 KEPLA126
IF (ISKIP.Q.1) CALL OUTCO(TEMP,OUT) REPLAi27
RETURN REPLA12d
C RLPLA129
C ERROR STOPS REPLAi30
C &EPLAiJ1
100 WRITE (FERkIG5) RtPLA132
105 FORMAT(23HOERROR READING FILE IN2) RaPLA133
GO TO 200 REPLA13*
110 WRITE (FERR.i5) kEPLA135
115 FOKMAT(37HOFIRST CARD ON FILE IN2 IS NOT bOECK ) REPLA136
GO TO 200 REPLAI37
121) WRITE (FERR,125) RtPLAi34
125 FORMAT(23HOERROR READING FILE INi) REPLA139
GO TO 200 REPLAIU
130 WRITE (FERR,135) KAU0(2), KARD(3) REPLAI*.
135 FORMAT(22HOOLCK TO 6t RcPLACED (,2A6,36H) IS NOT LISTLO IN TABLE ORtPLAI42
*F CONTENTS) REPL A143
GU TO 200 REPLA1e4
t141 WRITE (FERR,145) (KARU(I), I=1,6) REPLA**.
145 FORMAT(52HODLCK TO BE ADOtD USES DECK NOT IN TAaLL OF CONTENTS/ KEPLA146
5X,6A6) REPLA147
GO TO 200 REPLA. l
15] WRITE (FERR,155) REPLAI*9
155 FORMAT(50HOILLEGAL CARD WITHIN TABLE OF CONTENTS ON FILE INi) REPLAlSO
GO TO 203 REPLAi51
1bO WRITE (FkERRp5) (NAMEINAME2, J=1,3) REPLAli2
16o FORMAT(63HORROR IN DrCK POSITIONS DISCOVRED DURING KLPLACtMENT OREPLAIS3
IF DECK 2A6/17H DECK WHICH USES 2A6,22H FOLLOWS DECK USLD BY 2A6) REPLA15,
GO TO 200 REPLA15:
170 WRITE (FERR,175) REPLAi t
175 FORMAT(17HO CK USES ITSELF) KEPLA157
C REPLAl ji
200 ERFLAG = 1 REPLAi5
C RtPLA6lb0
C ADVANCr FILE IN2 TO END OF CURRENT DECK REPLAI61
C REPLAI62
ERFLAG = 0 REPLA163
210 IF (KARD(i).EQ.END) GO TO 220 RtPLAE6,,
CALL INCO(KARDIN2) REPLA1bo
KOUNT2 = KOUNT2 + 1 REPLAl6t
IF (ERFLAG.EQ.0) GO TO 210 REPLA67
WRITE (FERR,105) RtPLAlod




SUdROUTINE RESTOR (BUFNCNLFILENCNOW) RESTOkM
C RESTOR;o
C REPOSITION CARD FILE, PLACES THE DESIRED CARD RESTORM7
C FIkST IN BUFFER AND FILLS BUFFER RESTkMN8
C RESTORM9
C UPON ENTRY RESTOR0O
C BUF BUFFER TO BE FILLED RESTOR11
C NC Nk OF CARU TO BE AT POSITIGN 1 RESTOKi2
C NL NR OF CARDS IN BUFFER RLSTOR13
C FILe TAPE NUMBER RESTORI~
C NCNOW CARD NUMBER CURRENTLY IN POSITION I RESTOri
C RESTOR16
INTEGER MAX kcSTORi7
IN TLGcR END RESTOK16
INTEGER UFFILL RESTOR19
DIMENSION BUF(1420) RLSTOR2&
COMMON /WORK/IIUNT(3),IIRW (3),IUTBL(3,19)IACT(8,3),NFILES WORK 2
COMMON /8FRS/ 1SYN(2,20),ISYN1,IT1,IT2,IT3,FULLCNiCN2LiN1iLIN2 8FRSI 2
,NWdUF,Nd1,N82,ICN, iCN2 8FRSi 3
COMMON /8FRS/ BUFI(1',50),BUF2(14,50),AAA(700) 8FRSi 4
INTEGER CNI,CN2, UFIBUF2 BFRSi -
LOGICAL FULL bFRSl o
EQUIVALENCE (NW8UF,MAX) kESTOk22
IF (NC.EQ.NCNOW) RETURN kSTOK23
NNC = NC RLSTOR24
NNOW = NCNOW RESiTOR2
END = NL kESTOR2o
IF (NNC.GT.NNOW) GO TO 100 RESTOR27
C RtSTOk2d
C CARD HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN READ RESTOR29
C RESTOR3Q
REWIND FILE RSTOR31
CALL FNO3UF(FILtIXlIY) GWT3 2
IACT(t,IY) = 0 GWT3 3
NNC = 1 REiTLR32
NNOW= 1 RESTOR33
10 CONTINUE GWTI3 ,
CALL FILaUF(I,ENDOMAX BUFFILE) GWTI3 6
NL = ENO GNTi3 7
IF (NC.GQ.NNC) RETURN RESTOK3O
100 CONTINUE ,ST1OR37
IF (NC.LE.NNOW+END-1) GO TO 120 RESTOR36
NNC = NNOW+EN RESTOR39
NNOW= NNC RESTOKRO
GO TO IG RESTOtl
120 CONTINUE kESTOR42
N = NC-NNOW RESTOk+3
C MOVE CARS UP, PLACING NC INTO POSITION I RESTOR44
K = cND - N GWT13 d
00 140 I=i,K RESTORko
L= N+I RcSTOR47
UO 130 J=1,14 RESTOR-t
BUF(J,I) = BUF(J,L) RESTOR 4
130 CONTINUE RESTOR50
1 i0 CONTINUE RESTOk5R
NL = K RESTORS2
IF(8UF(1,K).tQ.6H$NO 0) RETURN RESTOR23
K = K+1 RESTOR5C
CALL FILCUF(KENJMAXf8UFFILE) GWTI3 9
NL = END GNWT3 10
RtTURN RESTOR58
END RESTOR59
tELTI DORMAN,SAVEk SAVER 3
SUGROUTINE SAVER SAVtR 5
C SAVER 6
C SAVE NECESSARY FILES/DECKS SAVER 7
C SAVER 8
C PROGRAMMER - S. WRAY SAVtk 9
C SAVR 10
DIMENSION IU(3),IR(3) SAVER 11
COMMON /MISC/ERFLAGFERRKAR(i,)vACTION(14) MISC 2
INTEGER ERFLAG,FERRACTIONPRTFIL MISC 3
EQUIVALENCE (PRTFIL,FERR) MISC 4
COMMON /FILES/ BASICMTAPEFINAL,S1,S2 FILES 2
INTEGER 8ASICMTAPE,FINALSt,S2 FILES 3
COMMON /NAMES/ IVER,ONAME(2) ,MODNAM(2) ,BNAME(2) NAMES 2
INTcGtR DNAMcMODNAM,BNAML NAMES 3
COMMON /RLST/TABLE,USES,FILE,END,DECK, DDECK,BLANK ,rATGH REST 2
INTEGER TABLE,USES,FILE,ENDIECKpODDECKpbLANK,BATCH REST 3
IU(1) = 5 SAVER 1o
IR(i) = 2 SAVER 17
IR(2) = 2 SAVER 18
IK(3) = 2 SAVER 19
WRITE (PRTFIL,5) SAVcR 20
5 FORMAT(49H cNT..R SAVE OPTION (DATA BASE, bORCA OR MOO DECK) SAVER 21
*/9H READY - ) SAVER 22
CALL INCL(KAR~k5) SAVER 23
IF(KARD(1).EQ.6HDATA 8) GO TO 10 SAVeL 2't
IF(KARD(1).EQ.6MOORCA ) GO TO 20 SAVER 22
IF(KARO(1) .EQ.6HMO DOE ) GO TO 30 SAVCE 20
WRITE (PRTFIL,16) SAVcR 27
16 FORMAT(40H COMMAND NOT UNUtRSTOJD - PLEASt RtTRY ) SAVER 2d
RETURN AVZR 29
10 CONTINUE SAVJik 30
IF(JASIC.NE.i) GO TO 6 SAVER 31
WRITL (PRTFIL,7) SAVER 32
7 FORNAT(31H FILE DOES NOT NEED TO B8 SAVED) SAVEk 33
RETURN SAVER 3.
6 CONTINUE SAVcR 35
WRITt (PRTFIL,8) SAVcR 3 0
8 FORMAT(25H ENIER VERSION IOENTIFIER/9H READY - ) SAVER 37
CALL INCO (ACTION,5) SAVER 3d
IU(1) = i SAVER 33
IU(2) = BASIC SAVER #u
IU(3) = + SAVER 41
CALL INT3UF(IU,IR) SAVER 42
IVtR = ACTION(1) SAVER *3
CALL LAdLtR(IVR,i3ASIC,) SAVK ,,
RETURN SAVER 4:
20 CONTINUE SAVcR -6
FINAL = 14 SAVER ,7
WRITE (PRTFIL,21) SAVER 4.
21 FORMAT(4oH ENTER NAME OF DECK TO BE USED FOR DORCA iNPUT/9H REAOY SAVER 49
- ) SAVER 50
CALL INCO (KARO,5) SAVER P.L
IF((KARD().&Q.BNAMc(1)).AND.(KAR(2).EQ.NAME(2))) GO TO VO SAVcR 52
IF(bNAMc(i).LQ.C) GO TO 38 SAVER 53
37 WRITE (PRTFIL,39) SAVER v_
39 FORMAT(18H DECK IS NOT JASIC/29H DESTRUCT PERMISSO0h RtQUIRD/ SAVcR 5:
*b1H -tNTcR YeS OR NU/9H READY - ) SAVER 5ij
CALL INCO(ACTION,5) SAVER 57
IF(ACTION(1).EQ.2HNO) RETURN SAVER 5o
IF(ACTION(1).NE.3HYES) GO TO 37 SAVER 59
38 CONTINUE SAVLR 6J
ACTION(t) = KARD(I) SAVER 6o
ACTION(2) = KARD(2) SAVER o2
CALL USE (ACTION) SAVE~ 03
40 CONTINUE SAVc . 6,
REWIND FINAL SAVER 65
IU(1) = 5 SAVER 6b
IU(2) = FINAL SAVcR 67
IU(3) = 12 SAVcR od~
CALL INIBUF(lU,IR) SAVER oi
REWINJ 12 SAVER 70
REWIND FINAL SAVR 71
22 CALL INCO (KARO,FINAL) SAVER 72
IF(tRFLAG.NL.C) RcTURN SAVER 73
IF(KARD(I).EQ.L'EGK) GO TO 22 SAVER 7.-
IF(KARD().EQ.ENO) GO TO 23 SAVEr 7:
CALL OUTCJ(KARD,12) SAVER 70o
GO TO 22 SAVER 77
23 CONTINUE SAVER 7d
ONAME (1) = ACTION(1) SAVER 79
ONAME (2) = ACTION(2) SAVER 60
REWINJ 12 AVER 81
RETURN SAVck 82
30 CONTINUE SAVER 5a
WRITE (PRTFIL,51) SAVER a~
51 FORkAT(,,3H ENTER NAME OF DECK TO BE SAVcO AS MOo uEGK/9H READY - )SAVER 82
CALL INCO (ACTION,5) SAVcR do
IF((ACTION(1).EQ.MOUNAM(i)).ANO.(ACTION(2).EQ.MOONAM(2))) GO TO 60SAVEk 87
WRITE (PRTFIL,52) SAVEk 8d
52 FORMAT(24H DECK NAMES 00 NOT MATCH/23H MOu DECK NOT AVAILABLE/ SAVER di
*15H ReQUcST DONIED) SAVER 90
ERFLAG = I SAVER 91
RETURN SAVER 92
60 CONTINUE SAVcR 93
IU(1) = 13 SAVER 9,
IU(2) = 24 SAVER 9,
CALL INTIUF(IUIR) SAVER 90
MH = 24 SAVER 97
RtWINO MI sAVER j
M2 = 13 SAVER 99
REWINJ M2 SAVER100
65 CALL INCO (KARO,M2) SAV.tk1O
IF(ERFLAG.NE.0) RETURN SAVERIJ2
CALL OUTCJ (KARi1Mi) SAVEk10




SUBROUTINE SYNCBF (8UFI1NC1,NLIFILE1,NSYNGi, SYNCBFHM
ISYNI, SYNGBFMo
8UF2,NC2,NL2,FILE2, SYNC2) SYNC8FM7
COMMON /8UFFEK/ MAX SYNBFMH






C NCCll - FIRST CARO IN BUFFER 1 SYNCBF13i
C NCC21 - FIRST CARD IN SUFFER 2 SYNCBF16
C SYNLBFi7
C NCCI - NCC2 CURR.NT CARD BEING CONSIOtL.rcD SYNCBF l
C NLLi - NLL2 NR OF CARDS IN BUFFER SYNC6FI9
C NCB1 - NCB2 PRESENT INOEX IN BUFFER SYNCGF2i
C ISYNI - INDEX TO THE SYNC CARDS SYNCbF21
C SYNCBF22
NCC11= NCI SYNCBF23
NCC21 = NC2 SYNCBF 2-
NFLG1 = 0 GWTi3 11L
NFLG2 = 0 GWTi3 12
NCC1 = 1 GWT13 13
NCC2 = I SYNCBF2o
NLL1 = NLI SYNC8BF2
NLL2 = NL2 SYNG8F2d
NC61 = i SYNCbF29
NCB2 = I SYNCbF30
NSYN1 = ISYN(1,ISYNi) -NC1 + I SYNCGF31
NSYN2 = ISYN(2fISYNI) -NC2 + 1 SYNGBF32
GO TO 70 GWTI3 iA'
10 CONTINUE GWT13 1t
IF(8UF2(1,NLL2).NL.bH$ND 0) GO TO 30 GWT13 1
15 NSYNC1 = NCCI GWT13 17
NSYNC2 = NCC2 GWT13 18
CALL RESTOR(BUFINCiLNLL1,FILEI9NCCII) GWTI3 19
CALL RLSTOR(UF2,NC2,NLL2,FILE2,NCC21) GWTI3 20
RETURN GWTI3 21
30 IF(IFLG2.EQ.1) GO TO 15 GWTI3 22
CALL FIL8UF(sENDMAXBUF2,FIL2) .GWiT3 23
NCC21 = NCC21 + NLL2 GWT13 2'4
NCC2 = NCC21 - NC2 + i GWTI3 25
NLL2 = ENU GWTI3 2(
NC82 = GWT13 27
CALL RESTOR(6UF, NCiNLL1,FILE1,NCCii) GWTi3 28
NCCII = NCI GWT13 29
NCdi = 1 GHT13 3u
.NCGC = I GWT13 31
NLLI = NL1 GWT13 32
IFLGI = 0 GWT13 33
GO TO O0 GWT13 3,t
GO CONTINUt GWTi3 3i
00 45 I = 1,14 GWT13 36
IF(BUFI(INC61).NE.8UF2(INCB2)) GO TO 50 GWTI3 37
5 CONTINUE GWT13 38
GO TO 15 GWTI3 39
50 NCd2 = NG62 + 1 GWTI3 +0
NCC2 = NCC2 + 1 GWT13 .1
IF(NSYN2.NE.NCC2) GC TO 55 GWTi3 ,2
IFLG2 = 1 GWTI3 43
GO TO b0 GWTi3 ,,
55 IF(NC82.LT.NLL2) GO TO +0 GwTl3 ui
60 CONTINUL GWT13 *o
NC81 = NCdi + 1 GWT13 47
NCCI = NCCI + I GWTI3 48
IF(NSYNI.NE.NCCI) GO TO 65 GWT13 ,-
IFLGi = i GWTI3 50
GO TO 10 GWTI3 ,1
65 IF(NCB1.LT.NLL1) GO TO 85 GWTI3 52
70 IF(BUFi(1,NLL1).Nc.6H$END 0) GO TO 80 GWT13 53
GO TO 10 GWTI3 ,5
80 CONTINUE GWTI3 55
CALL FIL8JF(1,ENO,MAXvUFIFILEi) GWT13 50
NCBI = 1 GWTI3 57
NCC11 = NCCI1 + NLLI GWT13 58
NCC1 = NCCII - NC1 + 1 GWT13 5
NLL1 = ENJ GWT13 o0
85 CALL RtSTOR(bUF2,NCC21,NLL2,FILE2,NCC21) GWT13 ol
NGB2 = 1 GWT13 62
NCC2 = NCC21 - NG2 + 1 GWT13 63
IFLG2 = 0 GWT13 64o
GO TO 4.0 GWT13 b.
END SYNG8~135
$ELTI DGRIAN..SYNCOS SYNCD,; 3
SUdROUTINE SYNCUIS (FSYNJ SYNGUS 'i
COMMON /aFRS/ ISYNC2,20) SYNGOS 'b
INTEGER FSYNqKARD(i6)vITMP(lb) SYNCOS 1
C SYNCIJS 6
C READ 1IN SYNG CARDS SYNCOS 9
C SYNCL)SID
DIMENS10N IUNT(3),1RW(3) S YNC O~.1.L
IUNT(1) =FSYN S YNCLIS12
IUNT(2)= 0 SYNCUSIS
.IUNTC3)= 0 S YNC OSI4
IRW(1) =0 S Y N G ;: I:
IRW(2) = I) SYNCOS16
IRW(3) = I S YNCDsII7
DO 1 I=1,20 SYbdCris1 d
DO 00 4 J=1,2 S YN 6 Ozo 1s
00ISYN(J, I) = 100000J 6oYI ;U 21
1 + CONTINUr- S YNCOS21
I CONTINUE S Y141622
CALL INTSUF(IUNTIIRW) S YNOS 2 13
WRITE (bI00) S YNC0O,2*
£0') FORIIAT(17H INPUT SYNC CARDS) S YNCUD2 p'JO 2 I=,p20 S YNCLU 2
105 CONTINUE SYNCOS~2 7
WRIT. (6,110) sywcDs2d
1II3 FUiRMAT(9H R~EADY -)SYNCOS2 9
CALL !NCO CKAt%0vFSYN) S 'VNC LJ3ij
IF(KARO(1)*EQ.'4HDONE) GO TO 3 SYNCIDS;
ENCODE (8'.fb2vITMP) (KARDCJ),J=1,14) SYNCUi,334
6;2 FORMAT(14Ab) 5 YNCO5 33
OECO0Ed0q64+yITMP) KAKO S Y NC l~bJi
64~ FORMAT(8(AA.)) SVNCDS3 5
CALL VALUE (KARDAvIERR) YaCUJ
IF(IERR*GTo0) GO TO 520 SYNC037
ISYN(1,I)= A )YNCU~o36
CALL VALUE (KAR0(3) ,AIERR) SYNGCO)3i
IF(ItRk#GT*0) GO TO 520 S YN GD,' +0
ISYtq(2pI) = A S Y NC b,-,I
GO TO 17 lj Y NtO , 42
520 C0 N II NU ESNUt
5 3O FOMtIMT(37H JAL) NUM1ERIC E.NTRY -PLEASE KEUG CARO)) SYNGCS..z
GO TO IC5 )YNCU.Sb
1.7 CON4TINUE s ~t~: 4
2 CONTINUc SY'N C LS4 6
3 CONTINUE ZYNCUS.9
RETUN zNNS
tELT11 DiUkMAN.SYNC1 &aVjiC 1 3
sudROuTINE. -SYNCI SYNG1 ;?
.0CQiMMON /BFkj/ ISYN(2,20),4.SiYN1,ITI,1T2,1T3,FULCN,Ca2,L.LN1,LIN2 U3FRSI 2
* NWd3UF t3lNt2qICN1,iCN2 i3Fz<~ 3
COMMON /dF!-,/ BUF1(14,I 0),3UF2(i.,,50),AAA(700) bFka1 4t
LGGICAL FULL LiFR..1 o
iNTzGt.R FIN1,FIN2 SYNG1~ 7
INTEGE-mk FOUl ~YNC I d
EQUIV~AL NG- r (FINi, ITt) SYNGI j
EQUIVALENCri (FIN2,IT?) S YNt'j 1 W
-QUIVALLNJt. (FOUT,1T3) '.YNGi 11
INTEGcS Pr<TFlL SYNCI 12
JATA Pi TFIL/b/ S Y41C 13
s Yi~tJ1 1;
C£ FILES NOWJ OUT 6F SYC, kE.CiErK SY44Ll 10
C SYNGI 17?
2 1 CO N T U L SYNCI to
FULL =.~J.SVNCI 19
IF(CN1.c Q.l) GO TO J 3d YN1 21
J=1 SYNGI 22
DC) 2; L=0NIIN61 S YNG1 23
2? 3JF1(1,J)=3UF IA IL) SYNG1 2
1143 1 = j - 1 GWII.3 ob
CNJ1 = 1 GWT13 o7
iF(6F(,Nd41.E Q.6HENU J) GO TO 30 GWT13 6d
2 3 CWi4TI NU-- GWT13 69
CALL FILbUtF(J, Nbi NiOUF, bUF1,FINI) SYNC1 27
30 C G NT I NUE SYNG 1 2 i
IFCN.O.)GO TO +0 SYNCI 31
Jl tSYNCI 32
Uu 3;- L=C.~,429N2 Y~icl 33
DO 32 iA=1,1. iYNG1 3~
3? U F 2 (IpJ ~6U F 2 (A. 9L), YN(;1 3~
35 J=J+l ! YNG1 3b
, A 32= J -1 LUWT13 7 U
CN2 = I GWT13 71
aIF(BUF2d19,2) 9Q6F$N0 0) GU To 40u 6WTIS 72
ol 38 GO NT I NU GWT13 73
CALL FILLUF(JqNb2,NW3UFBUF?,F1N2) SYNG1 31V
411) CONTINUE s YNG 1 3
C SYNCi 41-j
C ATTz,'PT TU IIATLt IN t3OFFER SYNCI 41i
C ~YN G1 '2
ii0 Cu iNT I NE V N, 1 .3
NI. = IGN1 LINI + I sydic1
N2 = IGN2 LIN? + 1 Y N G I~
ox= NaiI SYG *7
IF(NBX.GT.(41) NuX = NI SYN"CI '.d
N6Y = N32 
.) Y'Wt1 '+9
!F(N3Y.GT.N2) NJY = N2 SYNGl .70
00 bO K=C4,ibX SYNCI 51L
LL=K-C~i 1s-N2 YC i
IF(LLGT~iN3Y) LL = tIcY S YNu 1 ,J
00 55 L=C 2,9LL zYNLi ,i
iF(6UFi(1,K).NE.8UF2(1,L)) GO TO 55 SYNG1 2i
00 50 I=2,1P SYN141 70
IF(bUFi(IK).N.i.BUF2(1,L)) GO TO 55 SYiNG1 57
50 CONTINUE SYNGI1 :,
GO TO 70 SYNC1 24
55 CONIINUc SYNCI 6O
60 CONTINUE SYNCI ol
K = NdX GWTi3 7,.
L = N6tY GWT13 7o
IS= I GWT13 7o
70 CONTINUE SYNGI o
00 73 N=CN2,NbY :YNC1 b5
Nr= N-CN2 CN1 SYNC1 oo
IF(NN.GT.JNSX) Ni = NaX SYNu1 07
00 72 M=CN ,Nh SYNCI oa
IF(BUFi(1,M).NL.BUF2(?,N)) GO TO 72 SY'NG1 b9
DO 71 I = 2,14 )Y L 1 7,
IF(6UF1(I,M).NE.BJF2(IN)) GO TO 72 SYNC1 71
71 CONTINUE SYNC1 72
GO TO 171 GWT 1
72 CONTINUE SYNC1 7d
73 CONTINUE SYNG1 7,
M = N3X GWTi3 77
N = NdY GWT13 76
IF(IS.EQ.0) GO TO 74 SYNCl di
Gu TO 300 SYNC1 82
171 CONTINUE GWT 2
IF((K+L) LE.(;+N)) GO TO 7t GWT 3
L=N GWT *
K=M GWT S
74 CONTINUE SYNG 8d3
C SYNC1 8
C US- SYN CARUS SYNG1 85
C zYN~,1 do
IF((K.LT.Ni).AND.(L.LT.N2)) GO TO 100 SYNGI 87
CALL CKSYN( ICN1,ICN2,iSYN , i) SYNL1 8d
100 CONTINhU SYNC1 d9
IF(K.Nr.CNi) GO TO 80 SYNG1 96
C 6YNG1 1
C MUST UC INSkT SYNC1 92
C SYNC1 93
CALL iNSERT (L+LIN2-CN2,0) 'YNC1 9,
RE TURN SYNCI 9.
C SYNCI 9b
C MUST O0 CELETE SYNCI 97
C YN1 9o
dO COijTINUc SYNC1 99
CALL UrcLCO (K-CN1+LINl) SYNCI100




9 FOtHAT(54H THERE WILL 8E A WAIT FOR OUI OF CORE SEAKGH FOk MATCH) SYNC110,
CALL SYNCdF(BUFI LI I, N 1,FIN1 ,KISYNi1 GWT- 1
bUF2tLh2,Nd2,FI4N2,L) GWT4 2
CALL SYNCdF(5UF2,pLI2,Nu2, FIN2,NISYNI GWT.
LUFi LIN, NaIFINl pM GWT, 4
GO TO 171 SYNC1110.
END SYNC I111
$cLT,I DOMAN.UNPAC UNPAC 3
SU3ROUTINE UNPAC(Aa,N) UNPAC
C UNPAG o
C kREMUOV = SIGNS ANU REPLACE WITH BLANKS UNPAC 7
C REMOVE ; UNPAC 6
C UNPAC 9
C PROGRAMMER: VOIT UNPAC 10
C UNPAC .1
COMMON /MISC/ERFLAG,FERRKARO(14)ACTIrON(14) MISC 2
IATGR &RFLAG,FRRACTIONPRTFIL MISC 3
EQUIVALENCE (FRTFIL,FLRR) MISC 4
INTEGER A(8,),B(84) UNPAC 13
ICHB = I UNPAC 1'
U0 10 I=1,d,' UNPAC 15
3(I) = 6H UNPAC 1
10 CONTINUE UNPAC 17
DO 100 I=1, , UNPAC I~
N = I UNPAC 19
IF (A(I).cQ.IH;) RcTUrN UNPAC 20
IF (A(I).EQ.IH=) GO TO 70 UNPAC 21
IF(A(I).EQ.H ) GO TO 50 UNPAC 22
IF(ICHB.GT.84) GO Tu 220 UNPAC 23
3(ICHB) = A(I) UNPAC 24
50 CONT1NUE UNPAG 22
ICHB = ICHB+I UNPAC 2b
IF(ICHB.GT.6,) KETURN UNPAC 27
GO TO 100 UNPAC 26
70 CONTINUE UNPAGC 2
IF(IGHb.GT.71) GO TO 200 UNPAC 3U
ICH8=ICHB+1 GwT25 ,
90 ICHO =((ICH6+9)/10)*10 + 1 UNPAC 31
10o CONINUE UNPAC 32
GO TO 220 UNPAG 33
C UNPAC 3.
C EROR EXIT UNPAC 3
C UNPAC 3o
200 CjNTINU UNPAC 37
220 CON T IUrc UNPAC J3
W lTE (Fc r,310) A UNPAC 39
310 FORrAT(2d-8 UNPAC - CARD IMAG_ TOU LONG/IX,84AI) UNPAC -0
ErFLAG = 1 UNPAC 41
CALL TRM UNPAC 42
RETURN UNPAG 43
ENO UNPAG ,*
EZLTi OUkMAN.UREAL UkEAG 3
Su3ROUTINE UREAD (IUNITICRO) UREAiU
C UREAD o
C PROGRAMM R: VOIT UkRAO 7
C UREAO d.
C UREAD 9i
DIMENSION ICkU(14) UREAD 10
REAC (IUNIT10cLNO=20O,tRR=200) (ICD(1),I=I,14) URRAD 17
RETURN UREAD 19
20 CONTINUE UREAD 20
00 40 I=3,11 URLAD 21.
ICDO(I) = 6H UREAD 22
,0 CONTINUE UiREAD 23
ICRO(1) = bHiENb 0 UREAU 2-
ICRO(2) = oHF FILE UREAD 2:)
RETUmN URtLA 2o
13 FURMAT(13AoA2) URtAD 27
tNO UREAD 2d
*ELT,I UORMAN.USER USEi 3
SUBROUTINE USER (IFLAG) USER :
C USER o
C CONTROLD FILES USER /
C USER d
C PtOGRAMMER - S. WRAY USER "I
C USEK 10
COMMON /NAMc.S/ IVER,DNAME(2),MODNAIs(2),bNAME(2) NAMES 2
INTEGER LNAME, MOUNAM, BNAME NAMS 3
COMMON /FILE>/ 6ASIC,MTAPEFINAL,SlS2 FILLS 2
INT cGrL< ASIC MTAPC FINAL ,SlS2 FILES 3
COMMON /KEST/TALEUSES,FILEENU,0ECKpECK ECKaLANK ,LATCH REST 2
INTEGER TABLE,USESFILEENDiECKoGECKt LANK,ATCH REsT .3
COMMON /MISC/ERFLAGF=RR,KARO(14)tACTION(14) MISC 2
INTEGEk ErFLAGFERRACTION,PRTFIL MISC 3
EQUIVALENCE (PRTFIL,FERR) MISC ,#
DIMcNION IU(3),IR(3) USER 1.
DATA IU,IR/O, , 22,2/ USER 16
IF(IFLAG.EQ.C) WRITE (PRTFIL,5) USER 1.1
5 FORMAT(25H CREATE OPTION IS BLOCKED) USER 18
WRITE (PRTFIL,10) USER 1
10 FURMAT(.,1H IF YOU WISH TO HAVE A DECK EXTRACTED FROM IHE BANK/ USER 20
*,9H ENTER THE NAME OF TH. O.CK, OTHaRWISt. NTtR DON-/9H RAY - ) USER 21
CALL INCD (ACTION,5) USER 22
IF(ACTION() .EQ.HDOONE) RETURN USEr 23
IF((ACTION(1).EQ.MOINAM(i)).ANO.(ACTION(2).EQ.MOONAN(2))) GO TO 15USER 2'
IF((ACTION(1).EQ.BNAME(1)).AN.(ACTION(2)LQ.BNAMrc(2))) RLTURN US.R 22
FINAL = 1- USE 2o
CALL USE (ACTION) USER 27
RETURN USER 26
15 Mi = 13 USER 21
FINAL = 14 USEA 30
IU() = MI USER 31
IU(2) = FINAL USER 32
CALL iNTdUF(IUiR) USEK 33
REWINu M USER 34
CALL INCD(KAROMI) USER 35
IF((KARO(5).EQ.bNAME()).AN.(KARD(o).EQ.6NAME(2))) GU TO 20 USER 3o
BNAMt(1) = KARD(i) USER 37
BNAME(2) = KA.D(6) USER 36
CALL USe (8NAME) USER 31
20 CONTINUE UStR t0
M2 = 23 USER .1
IU(i) = Mi USER 42
IU(2) = M2 USER -3
IU(3) = FINAL US'R u
CALL INTdUF(IU,IR) USER '.
REWINj Mi UZr 4 #o
REWIND M2 UScR u
RE.WINtj FINAL UsER t
CALL ElITOK (FINAL,M1,M2) USER 49
REWIND M2 USER 50
rEWIND FINAL UStK 51
25 CALL INCO (KAKCM2) USEx 52
IF(ERFLAG.AE.0) RETURN USER 53
CALL OUIC) (KAOFINAL) UER 54
IF(KAROD() .NE.END) GO TO 25 USLR t>
6NAME(l) = ACTION(1) USER 50
BNAME(2) = ACTIUN(2) USEK 57
RETURN USER o
Ei USER 59
tLTI jORMAN.VALJL VALUc 3
SUdROUTiNE VALUZ (A,V, IEk.t) VALUE :
C CONVERTS hJMEIi DATA FROM CUDEJ TO FLLATING POINT FORMAT. VALUE o
C UPON eNTRY, A IS A .2-CELL ARRAY CJNTAINING COUEU VALUE iN (Ab,A.) VALUE 7
C FtRMAT, 1-10 DIGITS LOCATrO ANYWHct, IN 10-CHARACTER FIcLD. VALUE d
C DECINAL POINT OPTIONAL. NO EXPONENTS OK + Uk - alGN>. NU VALUE 3
C 6LANKS £LMELDED DETWEEN DIGITS. VALUE 1:;
C UPON XIT, V CONTAINS CONVERTED VALUE iN FLOATING POINT. iEKk IS AVALUE IL
C LRROR FLAG-- VALUE 12
C IER<K = L FOR NO ERROR. VALUE 13
C IcER = -1 FUR COMPLETELY 3LANK FIELD VALUE I
C IRR< = 1,2,...,10 INOICATLS POSITION OF ILLEGAL CHARACTER, VALUE 1o
C MULTIPLE DECIMAL POINTS, OF EMbEDOrL LLANKS. VALUE o1
C VALUE 17
INTEG-R A(i),C(19),CL(10),P(2) VALU. id
DATA C/19*IH / VALUE 1r
DATA CL/lrlO,1Hi1H2 ,1H3,1H4.lH59,1HblH7,1H68iH9/ VALUE 2
C VALUE 21
C STORE CHARACTERS INUIVIDUALLY IN C(10)-L(19) VALUe 22
C VALUE 23
OECODE (o,70,A(l) )(C(i),I=10,1) VALUE 2.
JECOOE (t,73,A(2) )(C(I),1=10,li) VALUE 25
C VALUE 2o




DO 10 1=10,19 VALUt 31
IF (C(i),.Q.IH ) GO TO 10 VALUE 32
NF=HINC0I,NF) VALUt 33
NL=I VALUcr 3,
10 CONTINUE VALUE 35
IF (NL.GT.J) GO TO 23 VALUe 3o
VALUE. 37
GO TO bO VALUc 36
C VALUE 39
C CHLCK FuR ILLEGAL CHAkAGTERS9 INCLUi,'JG EmbEOCJEu t3LANi Urk MULTIPLVALUti '.8
C. D-ECIMAL POINT% VALUE '41
c VALUt 42
20 NDP=Q vALUL -,S
OU 50 I=NFNL VALUE 44'
DO 30 J1i,10 VALUE +:
IF (C(I).E-Q.GL(J)) GO TO 50 VALUt 40o
30 CONTlNU VALUE 47
IF (C(1) NE.lHo) GO TO 40 VALUE *0
NJP=1JPt1 VALUt 4 -j
IF (NJP.Ei .I) GO TO 50 VALUE G0
0 1 E R = I -9 VALUL I1
GU TO UG VALUE s 2
o ~CON T INUE VLE5
c VALUE .,*
C t~''AUOK CHAIACTEKS kIGHT-ALUJU.-TEJ IN~ FILLU OF 1C CHAiRAGTERS. VALUL 5 :)
C VALUE 2b
;N1NL-9 VALUEL sl
L.NCODc (1097CP) (C(I),I=NlNL) VALUE ,5o
JECOOU. (I0,dCP) V VALU.E 29
liERR 0 VALUE 0
6 C CONTINUL VALUE t)
RC.T U RN VALUE 62
70 FORMAT (IOAI) VALUE. oJ
8 C FORMAT (FIO.U) VALUtL 0-+
E NO VALUL o-
f[LLTI DORMAN.ZEBtiA ZE13RA 3
$FORpS DOfd1AN.~3LOCKp.bLOCK ZEdkA '.
*FORpS 0JkMAN.JJDRMANq.DJRMAN ZLdK<A .7
$FOR93 bOMAN.RzEPL,.Rt.PL ZLt3RA o
$FORS DORMAN.US;_Rq.UER LrLOR'A 7
tFU-,,S DORMAN.SAV_-kv..SAVER~ LEB3RA 6
*FORqS DORHAN'.AOJLR,.AOOUE ZcdR~A i
tF ORpS i ORIN.0DELET, Dc-LcT ZrcaRA 10
*FRI.. JO MAN.o.3ITU'k. .EOIT&i ZEBRA I1I
$FURpS DOQRMAN.GONV,.CGNV ZEBRA I?
*F~tpS J~ikAAN.OPTv.GPT ZE~BRA 13,
tFORIK J~r'lAN.lNCidq.lNGRT ZLBt<A I.
*FU'~ 1,i J0fMAN.Ar&JX,.AUOX Zt.bRA 1 ,
*F0RjS JGRMAN.T--MR~ .TCRM ZEBR~A It,
*FOFj,S OORMAN.LISTE~,.LISTER ZEBRA 17
*FOR~o DORMAN.AlTAb,.AITAb ZEBa<A 14,
;tOP UOkMhd1.ATA1,.AbFA1 LtjuA 19
tFOR:,S UORtIAN.CLDSE,.GLDSzE ZEBRA 2ii
tFORIz DORMAN.ASSGN, .ASSGiN ZEBRA 21
*FDRjoS JOklAN.IFEC,.DIFOEC ZEBRA 2'2
tFORPS UURMAN.FILL3UF,.FlL8UF ZEBRFA 23
*FORp.3 DOIRMANF1408UF 9 FNO.3UF ZEBRA 2-t
*FOR1 3S JOkMAN. IJC4Jj.Ib4O ZL8RA 2:?
tFOR.,S DORM1AN. INTaUFi. INTUciF Zc.BRA 2 o
*FOR&. JOkAN.LAL3Lc ,p.LABLER ZEUsKA 27
*FU~<,S L)OhIAN.LCmU9.LCR0 ZtBRA 2is
00 FORP DUkMtA.GUTCO,.UdTCO ZEBRA 29
*FORpS ODfd1AN.PAGCONq.PACCUN ZEBRA 31)
$FURPS J0RMAN*R~aTFKR-ST0iR ZEBRA 3 '
AFORS 0OkMAN.SYNC8~F,.SYNCdF ZEURA 312
*FORtS DORMAN.UNPAC,.UNPAC Z~dkA .33
*FORS JOKMAN.UREAC~,.UREA0j ZEB3RA 3-4
*FORgS DORMAN.GETGEN,.GETGEN ZEBRA 3p
*FRI DORIAN.LISTG,.LISTG ZEBRA lo
tFORS JORMAN.LISTTC,.LLSTFTC ZcdRA 37
$FORqS JRMANoUSE,.USE ZEBRA 38
*FORvS DORJIAN.AiJO,.AUO Zt6RA 39
$FORvS CORMAN.R&EPLAC9 .REPLAC ZEURA 40
tFORS DORMAN.DELETE9.OELETE ZEBRA 4.1
tFORpS DOekMtAN.COUNTJ1.COUNT ZEBRA 42~
*FORS DORMAN.EUITUK, .EDITDK ZEBRA #3
*FR. OORMAN.VALUE, SVALUE L60tRA 4*
*FOR9S OORMAN.SYNCD)S,.SYNCDS ZtBRA 4.1
*FOIS UORNAN.SYNC1,. ,YNGI Ztd~kA +
itFOt~,zi UORMAN.0EL~b,.0ELCJ Lr'dRA *7
*FR uOt'MiAN I qERTI.INSERT LLdRA 4.8
tFR~z iDMAN.CKYN.CKS~YN LIA3RA 41
.tFORgS OORMAN.EXTRAN,.EXTRAN Zt.d3kA 20i
*ELTjI UORMAN.USE USE 3
ziU3k-OUTINE USE(NAME) Usc
C PROGRAMMER~ - Be. GOLO U: E 0
DIMENSION NAME(2)vKG,(20) USC. 7
DIM1ENSION IUJ 3),1IR( 3) U SE d
INTtGcR OUTUS 9
COMMON /MISC/ERFLAGFERRKAi D(14+),ACTIUN(14) hI ip c 4
IN4TEGE.R Ek<FLAGvFEwkq~ACTIONPRTFIL mis .3
EQJIVALr'_NGE (PRTFlLFERk) mi3C &
COMMON /FILES/ bASIkGoMTAFE ,FINAL ,S1 S2 FlLt-S 2
1IJTEGER iAa'ICMTAPE.,FINALSlS2 FLL'~S 3
COMMON /RE-ST/TA3LE,_USc.SFIL~zECNL),ECKULECK,~lLANK ,£3A1L(k REST 2
INqTrGLR TA3LL.,USE- SFILLLNDD.CKUOcLCKibLANK,8MTGHK'tI
COMMON /NAM1ES/ IVZEkOt4AM-E(2),A'UONA ;(2),dJNAME(2) NAME.S 2
1 ,4T EG ER LiN AilEp 1OU 14AM, p 3NAil E NAMES 3
INTEGER YESI~jU 1- uE. I'.
INTLGLR Vt.RS USE. IQ
DATA Vti S /6HVErziiO/ USE 17
OATA YE-SqNO/3HYS2H-NU/ U ,C. ld
CUst 19
C 'SI ANd S2 ARE SCKATCH TAPES USE 2u
C iITAPE- IS THL [APE ONTO WH1ICH$ ITHE MOD DECKS ARE COPIED USE 21
CU > 22
Sl = 25Ust 23
32 = 2bUS r_ 2,9
ITAPE = 27 U--E 2:?
IU(l) = JASIC USE 20
IU(2) = Si USE 27
IU(3) = ?ITAPE us-,: 2d
IR(i) = 2 U~r 21-1
IK(2) = 2 USE 30
Ir(3) = 2 USE 3 1L
CALL INfIUF(U,iR) US 32
ErFLAG = 0 USE 33
REWIND BASIC USE 3,0
REWINO mTAPL USE J:3
RE WINu FINAL USE 3to
NG = 0 USE 371
LASTM = 0 USE 3d
LASTB = 0 USE 3-
NAMEI = NAME(1) Usc JO
NAMt2 = NAML(2) USE .L
IFLG = I USE ~2
NTC = 0 Usc 43
C Us +4j
C READ TABLE OF CONTENTS. STOkE LIST OF ALL DECKS ON dAiC FILE IN USE w.
C ARRAY TC. STORE GEN-ALUGY OF UECK NAME IN AkRAY G. U>E ,.
C USE .7
10 CALL' INCO(KARDBASIC) USe ,+d
IF(ERFLAG.NE..o) RETURN US' .
IF(KARU(5).EQ.Vr- ) GO TO 10 USE 50
IF (KAku(1).EU.END) GO TO 20 US~t ,
NTC = NTC'I. USE 52
IF (KARD(4).EQ.tLANK) LASTS = NTC USE 53
IF (KA.DO(,).EQ.USES) LASTM = NTC USE 54
IF ((KA O(2).N.NAMct1) .UR.(KARO(3).NE.NAM1t2)) GO TO 10 USE ,
AG = NG+1 USE 56
KG(NG) = NTC Us.E 5
NAMEl = KAKU(5) USt ja
NAtM2 = KARO(b) USE 59
GO TO 10 U.E o
C U. b61
C RcAj MUO OcCKS FKUM BASIC FILL. IF REQUIRED FUk DECK NANE, STORE USE 62
C MOD JECK ON MTAPE. USe 63
C U.E o
20 NDc.CK = 0 USE 65
IF (NAMrt.N.tBLANK) GO TO 200 USE 6o
IFLG = 2 USE 67
IF (NG.EQ.1) GO TO 50 USE 66
IG = NG-1 USc 69
30 NOECK = N3ECK+1 USE 76
IF (NcDCK.GT.NTC) GO TO 220 USE 71
INDEX = LASTM - KG(IG) + I USE 72
WORD=NO USE 73
IF(INDEX.EQ.NDECK) WORO=YES USE 7+
40 CALL INCO(KARDbASIC) USE 7-
IF(tRFLAG.No.0) RETURN USE 76
IF (WORO.EQ.YLS) CALL OUTCD(KARDTAPE) USE 77
IF (KARD(1).NE.ENO) GO TO '0 USE 79
IF (WOKD.EQ.NG ) GO TO 30 USE 79
IG = IG-i USE 80
IF (IG.GT.O) GO TO 30 USE 81
C USE 62
C ALL MOD OcCKS R.QUIRm- FOR DECK NAME HAVE BtEN PLACED ON NTAPE. USE 83
C NOW FIND THE 6ASIC DECK REQUIREO. USE 8#
C USE 8>
50 IFLG = 3 USr do
INDEX = LASTB - (KG(NG)-LASTM) + I USE 67
55 NOECK = NJECK+i USE d6
IF (NDECK.GT.NTC) GO TO 220 US. d9
IF (NDECK.EQ.INDEX) GO TO 70 USt 90
60 CALL INCD(KARD,dASIC) USE 91
IF(ERFLAG.NE.0) RETURN USE 92
IF (KARu(1)-END) 00,55,60 USE 93
C USE 9",
C BASIC FILE IS NOW POSITIONED AT BEGINNING OF 6ASIC DECK REQUIRED. USE 9D
C COM3INEO DECKS VIA EDIT. USE 9o
C USE 97
70 IFLG = * USE 9d
REWING MTAPE USE 99
REWIND FINAL USE 100
8NAME(l) = NAME(l) USE 101
8NAMt(2) = NAM(2) USE 102
IF (NG,GT.1) GO TO 90 USE 103
10(2) =FINAL USE 10.
CALL INTdUF(1U, R) U - 10o
80 CALL INCO(KARDOASIC) USE 10t
IF(ERFLAG.NE.c. ) RETURN USE 107
CALL CUITCL(KAROIFINAL) J S 10d
IF (KARO(1) .c(Q.,tN) RLTURN USE 109
GO TO bC USE 110
90 I. = BASIC USE 111
OUT = 51 USL 112
IG = NG USE 113
100 IG = IG-1 USE 11 ,
IF (IG. Q.1) OUT = FINAL USE 11:i
RLWIND OUT USE 1lo
IU(1) = IN USE 117
IU(2) = MTAPE USE 118
IU3) = OUT USE 11
CALL INT3UF(IUik) USE. 120
CALL cEiITOK (IN,tITAFE OUT) USE 121
IF(ERFLAG.NE.C) RETURN Use 122
IF (IG.cQ.1) RtTURN USE 123
IN = OUT U E 12.1
OUT = S2 USE 12:o
IF (IN.EQ.S2) OUT = 51 US. 12b
RtWIND IN USE 127
GO TO 100 USE 12d
C USE 12,
C ERROR STOPS USt 13(;
C USE 13:1
200 WrITE (FEtr,21C) NAMEl, NAME2, NAMIE U.E 132
211) FORMAT(26HOCOULU NUT FIND OtCK NAMt0 *2A6,2H* rc.QUIRcL FOR OcCK ,USr 133
*2A6) USE 13#
ERFLAG = I USE 13:;
RETURN USE lio
22D WRITc (F eR<230) NAME USE 137
230 FORMAT(3dHOINCitXING cRRUR IN USL FOk OLCK NAMt 2A6) USL 136
ERFLAG = I USE 139
RETURN USE 140
ENO USt 141
